by Bruce Taylor

Early last month the Arcata Co-op learned that
the lease on its store would not be renewed and a
new location would have to be found by June,
1978.

The community-owned store had been
negotiating a new lease over the last six months

and, according to Financial Coordinator Lynn
MacDonald, ‘‘had reached a verbal agreement”’
on the terms when the owners of the building
called one Saturday afternoon to say they had

leased it to another, unnamed grocery.
A statement released by the Co-op called the
news ‘‘devastating, to say the least.”’
By the end of last week, Co-op representatives
had begun negotiations for the old Purity
building located at Eighth and I Streets in

Arcata, and Mac Donald said they hoped to sign
a lease ‘‘within the next month or two.”
‘‘We’ll probably ride out the lease here until
June, then we’ll have to close for a week to

move,”’ MacDonald said.
Tenants blamed

Eureka Realtor Allan McVicar, who is a part
owner of the Co-op’s present building along with
his wife and HSU Sociology Prof. James Turner,

blamed his tenants for the failure of the lease
negoitations and said no verbal agreement had
ever been reached.
“It was our intent to try to renew the lease,”’
McVicar said. ‘‘We began negotiating back in

April and did everything we could to try to close
the deal.”’
McVicar said several points were never
resolved, in particular the amount of rent and a
cost of living adjustment clause sought by the

owners.
“No progress was made on those basic
points,’’ McVicar said. ‘‘We heard they were
negotiating for another building and we didn’t
feel we had any choice but to go out and look for

Shy of math?

(Continued on back page)

Happy Co-op customers may soon have to travel to a

different address to shop for their food.
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Help is here!
by Joyce Esser
If you and mathematics have never been compatible,
you might consider ‘‘Building Math Confidence,” a
new course being offered at HSU, designed to
encourage women in mathematics and other related
areas in science.
The course, although established primarily for
women, is open to anyone who scores less than code
five (calculus level) on the placement exam. The class
will emphasize reducing anxiety, increasing math
confidence and intense tutoring in remedial math.
Deborah Gale and Phyllis Chinn, both mathematics instructors, proposed the course as a result of
the few number of women majoring in the scientific
fields. They submitted a project proposal for a grant,
which was accepted by the chancellor’s office in time
for the class to begin this fall.
Inadequate preparation
The scarcity of women in these fields, they said in
the proposal, was because of inadequate preparation in
basic mathematics at the high school level. Also, social
and psychological pressures tend to discourage women
from completing the remedial math courses that are
prerequisites for courses in most scientific fields.
Studies have show that, although there is virtually
no difference in the abilities, like or dislike and
computational skills between boys and girls in math

by Alan Katka

by John

Flinn
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Ash trays vanishing?
Ming to the rescue!
by Ray Richmond
With tongue-in-cheek, one HSU male in
the form of a cat bit down on the campus
ash tray ripoff problem
which has
plagued university custodians in recent
years.
The wonder cat’s name is Ming. By
eating his way into every building on
campus while never venturing away
from
his
Arcata
home,
he _ has
single-pawedly solved a crisis that at one
time was feared hopeless.
What Ming has done is donate his
empty cans of cat food to the university
for use as ash trays, replacing the need

(Continued on page 13)
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Java, friend

of Ming.

for purchase of glass or plastic ones.
Actually it’s Ming’s chef, HSU custodian
Kenny Edwards, who convinced him to
donate.
“‘That darn cat eats more than I do,”’
complained Edwards, who has become
an institution at HSU over the 19 years
he’s worked here. ‘‘I give him three cans
of food

a day.

He

weighs

pert-near

20

pounds now!”’
Not a word

Ming is a 14-year-old Siamese,
although he admits to not having spoken
a word of it in years. He’s identifiable by
nis brown and black face, black ears and
tail, and gray body covering.
Despite his hefty anatomy, Ming is
particular and finicky about what he
consumes. His present choice is Kal Kan
Mealtime (For Finicky Cats), but past
favorites include, in the canned variety,
Kitty Salmon, 9-Lives Super Supper, and
Kal Kan Tuna For Cats.
‘His belly hangs down and he walks
like

he’s

got

rheumatism,’’

Edwards

said. ‘‘When Ming’s hungry he lets me
know by whacking me with that belly and
beating on me ‘till I feed him.”’

Edwards, 59, started his duties at HSU
in July of 1959. He was born in Portland
but moved to Knoxville, Tennessee as a
youngster. It was soon after his youth
that he moved to the Eureka area, where
he bought his first cat.
Long-lived first cat

‘Babe was my first cat,’’ Edwards
recalled. ‘‘She got hit by a car but lived 17
years first, and that’s long for a cat.”
Edwards got the job at HSU five years
before Babe's death. He brought a few
empty cans of food in for ash trays, but
there was little need for them, since there

were only a few buildings making up the
campus.
He started working in Founders Hall.
Still to be built were the forestry,
psychology, and language buildings, not
to mention the new gym and library and
a few others.
(Continued on back page)
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SLC ranks revised
by Ziba Rashidian
appointments of Laurel
er,
ie Steinhauser
and
Stephen Davidson to the UniverThe

Under

the new

code,

voters

would present their student cards

to the poll clerk and the clerk
would
write their names and

sity Center Board of Directors Social
Security numbers on
were
é a
ved by the Student detachable stubs on the ballot.
Legislative Council (SLC) at last After the person voted the stub
Thursday’s meeting.
would be put in one of two boxes
resentative-at-large Diane at the poll, the ballot in the other.
Warde’s resignation was accept- This would provide theElections
ed by the council. Two weeks ago Commission with a means to
the SLC decided to ask for her check to see if a student had
resignation as she had not been voted more than once.
able to attend a meeting since she
in other business:
was elected last spring.
—The council approved the
It was brought to the council’s intent to
organize a Speech
attention that Karen Wiancko, and Hearing Club.
SLC representative for the School
—Campus Women for Shelter
of Sciences appointed last spring made
a report
to the councilon
by Associated
Student President progress it has made in setting up
Daniel Faulk, had notified Kevin a women’s shelter home. The
Gladstone, chairperson of In- home is designed to provide short
terim Government, of her resig- term (up to two months) shelter
nation. She is not registered at for women and their children
HSU this quarter.
involved in violent or potentially
Chairperson Mike Berke ap- violent situations, according to
pointed a committee to look into Karen Strong, spokesperson for
revisions of the new elections the group. The organization is
code, adopted by Interim Govern- part of
West Coast Shelter
ment this summer. The new code network. The services it provides
calls for more stringent guide- include a crisis line,
er
lines on balloting procedures to counseling and welfare rights
prevent ‘‘ballot box stuffing’’ and advocates.
other voting violations.
NOW
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by Ken Smith
Mobile homes may be part of the
answer to Humboldt County’s housing
shortage, but county laws have hampered and disillusioned mobile home
owners and potential owners.
Al Abrahamsen, former sales manager
of Payless Trailer Sales in Eureka, said
the availability of spaces in Humboldt
County and the new county laws have
hurt the sales of mobile homes.
The county’s laws requiring
permanent foundations for mobile homes on
private property are both in conflict with
_ State laws and discriminatory, said
Abrahamsen.
Any mobile home placed on private
property for the purpose of use as a
permanent single-family dwelling must
meet the county building codes,saida
county planning department official,
George Keating.
Building codes
Mobile homes built after 1973 meet the
building codes, said Keating, and mobile
homes built between 1971 and 1973 can be
brought up to code with some minor
changes.
‘Mobile homes built before 1971 do not
meet the structural codes,’ Keating said,
“and the price of rebuilding them would
be very high.”’
The building inspectors and the County
Planning Department provided plans for

the
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Problems disillusion
mobile home buyers

ROOTS
Alex

covered, but it’s home sweet mobile home.
Photo

IN STOCK

A SIGH OF RELIEF: FIRST AID
HANDBOOK FOR CHILDHOOD
EMERGENCIES
Martin

It may be ugly, square and aluminum

expense

added

to

The

es-

labor is

any

cost

incurred during the minor change
‘‘re-engineering”’ of a mobile could put a
strain on the owner’s budget. Less
expensive housing is one of the main
considerations made by the buyers of

mobile homes.
Could not afford
“We just couldn’t afford to buy
regular home,’”’ said Sharon Smith,

a
a

recent purchaser of a used mobile home.
Smith said she and her husband were in
the market for a house with property but
could not afford the large down payment

required for other types of dwellings.

Another problem potential mobile
home buyers are facing is the limited

availability

of space

in mobile

home

parks.

Keating said, “‘Every. tim¢ (investors)

‘begin making plans for a

ney. park thedown >

residents in the area proposed run

erreere

to the board of supervisors and come
down here to the planning department

and

rant

and

rave

the

and

disapproved.”

park

is

;
Nospaces

Abrahamsen said, “Buyers come in
here wanting to buy a mobile home and
we have to tell them there are no
spaces available at that time. It happens
all the time.”’
The manager of a park near Eureka
said she never has to advertise spaces
because there are never any empty.
Abrahamsen said county laws concerning zoning and sewage conflict in many
cases where parks are planned.

“An

investor

will

find

a

piece

of

property zoned RT-1 (trailer provision on
single-family residence zoning), and the
county says the drainage is inadequate
for the sewer,” Abrahamsen said. ‘‘Or
the drainage will be right and the zone
wrong or changed when the residents of
the area find out what’s up.”’
Residents complain
Keatings’ views coincided with Abrahamsen: ‘‘Residents will complain to the
board of supervisors until they change
the zone.”’
There is some good news for the mobile
home owners and potential owners in
Humboldt County.
The Golden State Mobile Home Owners
Association, which represents the mobile
home owners of California, is suing
Humboldt County over the zoning and
foundations ordinances, Abrahamsen
said. The Mobile Home Dealers Association is pursuing a similar action.
George Keating of the planning

department said the situation does not
appear to be changing in favor of the
mobile home owner in Humboldt County.
Fear depreciation
Many conventional homeowners fear

mobile homes placed in their neighbor-

hood will depreciate the general property
values, Keating said. In actuality, he
added, mobile homes appreciate right
along with permanent structures, due to
inflation.
The picture may look bleak for the
mobile home industry and mobile home
owners in general. Al Abrahamsen holds
a different view.
“Seventy percent of the new homes
sold in 1976 were mobile homes. The

fectory-huilt, hpme-,is;-the- home of the: :;
future,’ Abrahamsen said.
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Human struggle documented}
hopelessly criticize.
j
Not knowing the audience she speaks to

because of his moderate and fatal
decision to not arm the people when they
were out in the streets shouting, ‘‘People,
Conscience, Guns’’.
The film, an extraordinary experience,
will be showing this week in the HSU
Multi-purpose Room Thursday and
Friday evenings with the conclusion
showing the same weeknights the

there is.
are the

people

Oct. 23 —

fieldhouse for the possession of

from

more

Bergquist,

Olga

Broumas,

winner

the

Bromberg

probation

Oct. 30 — Alarm at HSU

a

on

five

counts

of

or missing . . . a student reported

$700 worth of tools stolen from his
vehicle parked on Union St. near
the fieldhouse . . . Tom Chilton,
Housing and Food Services,
reported the theft of a sofa and
chair from
Redwood
lounge.
Estimated value: $750.
Oct. 26 — An anonymous caller
told police he saw two men leave |
the Jolly Giant Commons with a
chair. They drove away in an
early model Chevrolet.
Oct. 27 — Suzanne Beechler of
Arcata twisted her ankle near the
library and received officer

an enduring struggle we all face in the
20th century, the human will to survive.

will be The
and

the

David
New

Commander Cody Band. The two
bands are donating their time
because they believe ‘‘we do not
need nuclear power.”

The show will start at 8 p.m. in

the
East
Gym.
For
more
Multipurpose room. Admission is information contact the Univerfree.
sity Center at 826-4195
Films
This weekend there will be
The Bridge Cinematheque will
several big productions.
be showing ‘Alice in Wonder“Mother Courage’’ opens in the land” on Saturday at 7 p.m. and 9
Van Duzer theatre Friday.
p.m. The film features Gary
Thursday and Friday, part one Cooper, Cary Grant, W.C. Fields
of ‘‘The Battle of Chile” will be and Baby LeRoy.
shown. Part one is called ‘‘The
On Sunday ‘Surreal Cinema’”’
uprising of the Bourgeosie.”’ This will be shown at 7 p.m. The movie
is one of the first showings of the is a short experimental films by
movie in the U.S. John Travis Man Ray, Duchamp and others.
from political science will be
The Dorm Program Board will
giving an introduction.
be showing ‘‘Adam’s Rib’’ with
Part two of the film will be Spencer Tracy and Katherine
shown Nov. 10-11.
Hepburn. Times are Saturday at
Nuke benefit
8 and 10 p.m. and Sunday at 8
Simpatico and the University p.m.
Center will present a special
Upcoming events
benefit concert on Nov.
7.
A few things are coming up that

- Shoee

Featuring:

RED WING SHOES
BIRKENSTOCK

WEST COAST
DANNER
Shoe Repairing
Fine Craftmanship

And on Nov. 13 mime Yass
Hakoshima will be performing at
HSU. Hakoshima has often been
compared to Marcel Marceau.
He began his career in Tokyo.
That’s it for this week,

have a
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you might want to be thinking anthropologist.

about.
The film “Shadow Catcher’
will be shown on Nov. 9. It is an
award winning documentary on
the life and work of Edward S.
Curtis, a Native
American
photographer, filmmaker and

Our Services Are Free

Avoid Holiday Hassles

of mari-

Oct. 25 — Frank Kearney of the
media center reported a project-

Unarmed People” and you will witness

Band

ounce

vandalism.

documented to have been present in the

of Performing

one

gameroom sounded,
an apparent
malfunction.

Refining entertainment
several major awards, including
Yale Younger Poets will be
giving a poetry reading tonight.
Broumas has published three
books and has been published in
several magazines and anthologies. She will be speaking in the

than

person near the west gym
suffered a possible broken arm
and leg. An ambulance was
requested.
Oct. 24 — A juvenile was issued
a notice to appear for juvenile

customary advisory role.
The film begins at 8 p.m. The cost is a
dollar. Go see this new release, ‘‘The
Battle of Chile, The Fight of the

interviewed

of

student at HSU, reported that a

in the

of

Kevin

Merritt

was estimated
as $22.50... a
juvenile was arrested near the

In other campus police activity
during the week of Oct. 23-30:

Strations, the lower class worker
_ Pleading for a clarification on Allende’s
compromises with the upper-class
rightists,
to the bombing
of the
presidential palace.
It is estimated 20,000 to 30,000 Chilean
people were murdered by the right-wing
Chilean army during the first few weeks
of the new regime. The U.S. Army is

Shell oil
A series of flashes; familiar Shell oil
signs in the background, the Datsun
building being machine gunned, even
Santana music broadcasting over the
airwaves of Chilean radio - all these
sounds blaring away into a collective
disharmony. Adding itself to the static is
the Ford Foundation’s television station,
channel 13 carrying suit and tie examples

the

Inevitable coup
at every stage

stolen

Albert

pounds, from the HSU fish
hatchery. Total value of the bars

Chilton of Housing and Food
Services reported the theft.

inevitable coup; recording the marches,
the demonstrations and counter-demon-

forces of U.S. imperialism under the
guise of Chilean anti-communist Christian-democrats versus the peasantworkers and their party, Popular Unity.

fascism

were

was

28 —

your
‘

NN

(Lg

life

| Fa
=

They

after the coup, The Battle of Chile is a
brutal glimpse at a political reality; the

of

pump-style,

Director Patricio Guzman and the
film’s crew have shown the world

z
immediately

record

James Adams of Madrone Hall,
HSU, on Friday, Oct. 28. Tom

overpowering elements making up the
:
film.
bravery and professional skill
production of the Battle of Chile.

Oct.

Arcata reported the theft of 15
lead bars, each weighing five

Se

bread on her table but now
Images of this magnitude

assistance.

A .32 caliber Remington rifle,

in the camera, a Chilean woman with
bold Indian features, surrounded by her
children and the curiosity of revolution,

tells us that before Allende, there was no

Nov. 2, 1977, The Lumberjack—3

For the

‘=

the film earnestly and

shows us Allende being literally blown up

following week. Smuggled out of Chile

et

VA aly

throughout

by Andy Avalos

The Chilean people are shouting,
“People, Conscience, Guns”’.
It’s been four years since the military
coup of Salvador Allende’s Marxist
presidency and the film, ‘‘The Battle of
Chile, The Fight of the Unarmed People

:
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Bakke,

big bucks

an

OL apg

and the AMA

AS tore oar

One of the most widely discussed legal cases
of recent time, Bakke v. The University of
California, has found its way into the Supreme
Court along with numerous briefs from diverse
but vested interest groups. The press has attempted to cover the peculiarly unwieldly legal,
social and factual aspects of the case. We
recently published a lengthy account, but not a
complete one, as a reader pointed out last week.

severely

restricted,

incredibly

expensive

Supreme

“finest’’

that

haunts

institutions,

education

so

many

of

including

other

higher

our

conservation

which different people admire,

disciplines.

In the end it is not Bakke,
affirmative

action

who

will

Davis nor even
suffer

from

the

Court’s decision. All of us are worse off because
of the insidious, unchecked power of unseen and
unsung institutions that prevent everyone from

reaching the quality of life our society is capable
of providing.
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Editor:
Last week’s editorial was
asinine. Another year of drought
would mean disaster for California. Most northern California
communities had water rationing
long before Los Angles even
debated about a water cutback.
The last two years proved man

can adjust and adapt to a crisis,
but can our environment? Should
this winter’s rainfall be abnorski
mally low the ranchers,
resorts, farmers, firefighters and
everyone else somehow will
again endure, I hope.
Through improved education
all water users can learn better
conservation methods. I am for
conserving our national resources, not preserving them.
Doug Rinella, senior
Forestry major
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Editor:
Putting aside any element of
sour grapes in Tim Lawlor’s
evaluation of McBride’s ‘The
White Lions of Timbavati,” I
think that there is a definite truth
in his claim that ‘the public
identifies primarily with awesome, spectacular critters’ and
tends to not appreciate the value

of all organisms. For example, in
discussing the values of endangered species in several classes,
ranging from beginning wildlife
classes to graduate seminars,

there seems to be little sympathy. .

for

the: - protections’

of

including my own, is a personal

preference, often without a clear

rational basis. It is also my
opinion that when you downgrade
someone’s rejoicing in their
whales, eagles or lions, they will
not automatically graduate to the
rare salamander, cricket, weed
or Morro Bay kangaroo rat,
rather, they will probably graduate to further indifference.
Having become a crusty sort, I
am glad for whatever support is
shown to any of these creatures.
also
it and
By encouraging
showing the needs of other, less
obvious organisms, we may all
a_ concerted
give
one day
world-wide “Oh my!” for all
living creatures including (you
guessed it) the smallpox virus
and other little parasites being so

harshly treated these days (but
just don’t get me personally
involved with their recovery
programs! )
Richard G. Botzler
chair, wildlife management

creatures

eee teens JER! EATON
DICK PATTON

JOE HADDEN
Photographers

v.

POL

creature in imminent danger of
extinction: the smallpox virus.
My conclusion from these
discussions is that the organisms

Water

Court is willing to rule on. Rather, it is systemic
discrimination
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is obvious to
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anyone looking into the plight. But it is not the
discrimination

(

a

financed by big bucks. That it is discriminatory
type of individual

fe

and

nearly impossible to get into because of the
large number of qualified applicants.
The inertia of the medical profession is not
toward diversity. Medicine
is big business
in who it lets in its inner sanctum
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News media and others have centered on
the possible damage to affirmative action
programs as the major issue in Bakke. A few
others, including Bill Daniel, HSU political
science, have marked out one of the major
culprits the Court
is unlikely to address
regardiess of its decision:
The American
Medical Association.
The AMA has a
strangle hold on the

one

Ballfield

use

Editor:

A correction to a statement in
‘‘Guest
one of last week’s
Opinion” articles seems to be in
order. The statement about HSU
not allowing the use of the
baseball field by community
organizations is completely without foundation. I suppose, how-

The
_

ever, the sensational style of
writing used in that article, e.g.,
‘locking them (the fields) up and

patrolling the fields with armed
guards"’ makes for more exciting
reading than researched fact.
Actually, HSU has been most
cooperative with the Arcata Babe
Ruth League in regards to field
usage
during
the
summer
months.
On behalf of the Arcata Babe
Ruth League, I offer my thanks to
HSU for allowing us to use their
baseball field every summer for
the past twelve years. Without
their cooperation, we may not
have been able to provide the
program we have had.
Sincerely,
Hal Myers, president
Arcata Babe Ruth and Midget
Leagues

Silence on

park issue
Editor:
As the supposed
campus
concerns,
traught by your

medium of
I am disdecision to

postpone any discussion

of the

Redwood Park expansion bill
until after Congress adjourns. If
anywhere there is to be found
strong local support for this issue
it is here at HSU. Why have you
bowed to this save-my-ass posi-

tion of an obviously reactionary
administration? Your silence
communicates tacit support of
the status quo. Surely there is

more contemporary and universal interest in local environmen

Questions or comments should be addressed to the editor.
deadline for letters to the editor is noon Friday before

publication. Letters should be less than 250 words and, au letters

are subject to editing. ‘.

Wednesday,
the so called Culture Concepts of

more

a

the Ultra-Liberal Element—in
my college days they were known
as Pink Tea Socialists. They, the

Iette%...

Pink Tea socialists never had any

understanding or comprehension
of the Working People.

tal issues than L.A. emmigrants
with smog rotted brains, or

cabbies. Is our newspaper as a
mouthpiece of student sentiment
moribund, or may I begin to dig
the grave?
I would gladly submit
an
article supportive of expansion to
be published in conjunction with
one in opposition.
Danny Einstein
Rt. 3, Box 904
Arcata

Oppressive police
Editor:
Re: The articles in the Oct. 26
issue of the Lumberjack concerned with campus law enforcement.
If the cops really want my
confidence and respect, they
could start to get it by leaving
their guns and their power trips
at home. Mr. Fagot just doesn’t
seem fo realize that there is a big
difference between respect and
fear-hate and that threatening to

bust verbally abusive people is
not conducive to respect.
If cops are going to be
oppressive they shouldn’t expect
me to believe that what I think of
them
is going to make
a
difference.
Dan Murphy

park

facts
Subject:

Letter to Editor,

Stephen London,
wood Park’’
Editor:

entitled

of the working

te
are

humans, not statistics as so many

of Mr. London and his ilk seem to
believe.

These

people

are

the

ones who are destroyed by the
acts of creating excessive wilderness and national parks which
will be used by only a very small
percentage of our people. Others
of our people will be hurt by the
lack of products caused by these
land withdrawals or the excessive prices caused by inflation
due to these withdrawals.
Mr. London ignores the fact
that the University he attends
and the government
in_ this
country is supported by the
private sector. All created wealth

comes from the private sector.
Mr. London also ignores the
fact that the Administration is
appointing inept and fanatical
preservationists to policy positions which will destroy enough of
our working people to cause, at
the very least, dangerous unrest.
German, Switzerland and other
European countries are using
their resources to the fullest
extent with recreational use

worked

into the picture.

also, have

created

They,

facilities so

that all their people can benefit
from the features that are
enjoyed within their countries.

sophomore, engineering

Redwood

facts that most

people work for a
entity. These working

by

‘‘Red-

As Mr. London’s letter quoted
from an advertisement placed in
the Times-Standard by Straight
Arrow Coalition and I as author
of said advertisement, I desire to
answer some of his statements
and innueudos.
In the first instance, Mr.
London stated that the pro-lumber industry Straight Arrow
Coalition. This is a typical ploy of
a typical Sierra Club preservationist and-or ultra-liberal politician and his followers.
They attempted to coat anyone
who is against their concepts as a
hireling of big business. These
people refuse to face up to the

A journalist should be more
capable and knowledgeable in
arriving at the true facts of a
situation before expressing ones
self. The credibility of any
newspaper can suffer from the
superficial treatment such as
accorded to this subject by Mr.
London. As a retired newpaperman, who did the reporting,
rewriting, editing and publishing,
not to mention the janitorial work
on two small newspapers, I would
recommend a more cynical and
investigative
approach
for
factual articles instead of a
starry-eyed idealists’ exceptance
of unproven facts. An indepth
study of the social sciences
especially sociology, economics
and history could be of great
benefit to any journalist.
C.E. Pollock
P.S. For Mr. London’s information,
I am a registered
Democrat, but I have no use for

Park

clarification

Editor:
Richard Sanguinetti’s article
concerning Blue Creek is ral
erally an adequate review of the
complex issues concerning these
wildlands.

However several points in his

article need some clarification.
Let’s start with the alleged
‘‘deal’” made between the U.S.
Forest Service (USFS) and local
governments when the Redwood
National Park RNP was origin= established.
n 1967 in response to a letter
from the Del Norte County Board
of Supervisors, Ed Cliff, chief
forester of, the (USFS) wrote that
if the Redwood Purchase Unit
(RPU) were included in RNP, the
forest service could take lands
from ‘‘deferred status’’ in the
Siskiyous for development and
logging. The RPU was an area of
approximately 14,000 acres of
prime redwood
timber
lands
purchased as part of a depression
era _—
to assist bankrupt
local landowners and managed
by the forest service until 1968.
In his letter, Cliff said that
“recreation development, additional road betterment and
construction, hazard reduction,
reforestation and timber stand
improvement will be undertaken
as funds permit. This will further
alleviate the effect of any
temporary
unemployment
impact resulting from creation of
the national park.’ Cliff also
noted that ‘‘. . . there are places
in Six Rivers National
Forest
where extraordinary precautions
must be taken in building timber
access roads and logging if soil,
water and other forest values are
to be afforded proper protection.”
In fact, the RPU was not
included in the national park.
These prime timberlands were
transferred to private ownershp
in exchange for lands included in
the
park and today RPU lands
are
being logged and remain on
the local tax rolls.
Timber
harvesting
in Blue
Creek was nowhere explicitly
mentioned in the 1967 correspondence. However in the approximately 90,000 acre Fox Planning
Unit, the USFS since 1967 has
built an extensive road system,
sold millions of board feet of
timber and plans even more sales
despite severe environmental
constraints in this part of the
Siskiyous.
In summary, Sanguinetti is
wrong on his facts. It is not a fact
that Six Rivers National Forest
worked out a trade of timber
areas in 1967 between environmentalists and timber com-
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panies.
Furthermore,
Sanguinetti is
wrong when he said Six Rivers
National Forest in 1968 ‘‘decided
the entire area was not wilderness due to the
ce of
roads.” Other than
jeep trail
through Elk Valley, built as an
access to fight fires by CCC labor
during the
depression, there were
few intrusions by roads in the
proposed Siskiyou wilderness
area.
Environmentalists argued during the 1972 RARE I process that
the USFS arbitrarily broke the
Siskiyou wildlands
into six
“planning units” and then rated
wilderness values partially by
the size of the planning units, thus
reducing on their scales the
wilderness value of the total
Siskiyou roadless area.
Under the definition of a
“road’’ developed for the RARE
II process, ‘‘that a road be
improved and passable by a
highway-type vehicle having
more than two wheels,” the jeep
trail through Elk Valley is not a
road. In a recent decision in an
Idaho case the Chief Forester
ruled that several inventoried
roadless areas comprising a
single entity should be considered
as an entity in the course of land
use ge
Given these new
developments, local environmentalists argue that the total
remaining Siskiyou wildlands,
including Blue Creek, should be
restudied by the Forest Service
for the wilderness values inherent in these rugged mountains.
If the Regional Forester accepts the position outlined above,
a decision concerning the adequacy of the EIS on Blue Creek
planning unit would be moot, the
Chimney Rock section of the G-O
Road would not be built and the
forest service would begin a new
aw
process for the total
entity of the Siskiyou wildlands.
Sincerely,
Tim McKay
Northcoast Environmental
Center
Nancy Reichard
Northcoast Friends of the River
Bill Devall

Siskiyou Mountains Resources
Council
Michele Forrest
Friends of Del Norte County
Susie Van-Kirk

Sierra Club
Peter Wittlesey
Boot and Blister Club
Bob Behrstock
Redwood Region Audubon

Society

staffing and personnel changes,
money
and sources thereof,
facilities, experiences and so
forth, that to attempt to inform

the campus of each and every

change and reason would drive us
and the consumer nuts. Nobody
would likely care as far as minor
changes go since they wouldn’t
seem to apply at the time the
changes were read about.

A quick reading of a variety

Editor:

I would like to respond te Laura
Pierce’s letter about Health
Center fees.
As a starter, there are so many
complicated reasons for policy

What your Student Services fees

paid at registration (the Health
Center gets about $40 a year per
full-time student) buy are medical and nursing care, lab and
X-ray services, and all administrative fees connected with
illness or injuries. Medications,
well-patient physicals for emloyment, marriage, credentials,
UBA, and driver’s licenses are
not included and must be paid
for. So must pap’ smears and
most immunizations. Contraceptive counseling is free, as is all
other counseling for that matter.
Prescription medications carry
a $2 service charge
rdless of
the kind of amount of the drug,

and non-prescription medications

carry a $1 service charge. There
is no way you can beat this cost
off campus for prescription
drugs, but you might on nonrescription which is fine with us.
@ money
is used
to buy
commonly used drugs and thus
obviate the cost and inconvenience of students having to go
off campus to get them.
There is no charge for an
“office visit’’ if related to illness
or injury
(see above). If you were
charged, come in and we will
correct this mistake.

The “cold clinic’ was develop-

ed last year to permit students to
self-treat common colds and thus
save time in not having to go
through the clinic system.
funding, via an Innovative Grant
Proposal,
paid for the non-prescription
Ss taken by users
and that is why drugs obtained in
the cold clinic were and are at no
cost, whereas there is a charge
for providing medication in
walk-in or a
clinic, a
policy mandated by the CSUC
I won’t try to argue that all of
this makes perfect sense (or for
that matter, any sense), but the
Health Center is
uired to
function within a certain framework of policies, within which we
try hard to give you, the students,
your dollars’ worth, and good
medical care besides.
Sincerely
Norman C. Headlep, M.D.
Director

HEY TURTLE... DID you
KNOW THAT CAREER.

E TURTLE \S
aunt To Be.
A TouGe CASE

DEVELOPMENT OFFERS
IN
WORKSHOPS
INTERNIEWING TECHNIQUES

AHEM. --

AND

mayBe

iF

OPENED

WITH A

SONG AND

= sseecs

of

sources such as the catalog,
bulletin, ‘‘Well Body Student
Health Manual’’ or orientation
would inform one that paying a
registration fee (state taxes are
irrelevant to this issue) does not
entitle students to totally
free
care for most uncomplicated
medical needs.

trustees.

Health Center
policies

LADIES

changes, such as Chancellor’s
office rules and regs, local needs,

I
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() Sierra Club, Straight Arrow
keep park controversy alive
By John Donohoe

open MON. sat
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Street,

44.7-39

Arcata

822- 0360-
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1604

The Straight Arrow Coalition
wishes the whole mess would go
away and the Sierra Club thinks
it is a overdue step in the right
direction.
“They should have had a redwood park 100 years ago,”’ Lucille Vinyard, chairperson of the
—"
Chapter Sierra Club,
said.
“I hope they don’t get the park

(a)

through,”’ Lee Rice, president of

'/e) | /e\'

a)

(a)

(a)

(a)
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Straight Arrow, said.
The two were referring to the
proposed 48,000 acre expansion
of the existing Redwood Na-
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cording

pressure

822-1972

me Cr

should

be

thinks

put

on

restoration of the cut-over areas
and that these jobs would last

several years. She also said that
there

will

redwood left
because the
sition period
them. When

be

no

more

virgin

to cut ina few years
area is in a tranand running out of
this happens, she

said, the work will be gone
anyway.
The exact loss of direct tax
revenue .to the county is not
known yet, but the county
assessor’s office estimates it
would be about $50,000, and the

ported through Humboldt Bay in
mediate drop of six percent of
the current annual log consumption in Humboldt County.

yield-tax revenue loss about $1.3
million.

BUSINESS CARDS
TRANSPARENCIES
DUPLICATING

822-87 12

press representative for Clausen,
the payments were sent to the
Humboldi County Administrator,
who will distribute the money

the county.

“‘$209,00 comes from a special

five-year compensation the government has granted for the
Redwood Park,”
Flynn
said.
throughout the county.
“After five years we won't get
First law
“This is the first law of its kind that money anymore.”’
This is the first of five years.
and is applicable across the
According
to County Auditor
it
‘‘But
said.
Bovard
country,”
will help western states most Neil Prince, the $209,000 will go to
since most federal holdings are the taxing authorities and school
districts within
the Redwood
in the
west.”
boundaries.
The $250,375 amount does not Park
The remaining $51,375 will go to
come entirely from the new law,
the County General Fund and will
however. According to County
be used when the need arises.
Assessor Ray Flynn, the law
In addition to these payments,
provides only 10 cents per acre to
the county
annually
receives
from the U.S. Forest Service a
share of the revenues from the
sale of public land resources such
as timber, mineral, and grazing
leases.

|Learn

PHOTOCOPY

RUBBER STAMPS
FILM PROCESSING

’’G’’ ST.

who

r

BINDING

NORTHTOWN

Rice,

The money comes, in part,
from a new law (the 1976
Payment in Lieu of Taxes Act)
introduced by Congressman Don
Clausen. The law is designed to
partially relieve local taxayers
who suffer most from the tax-free
status of federally-owned lands.
According to John
Bovard,

COLLATION

1610

to

by Jim Iavarone
Humboldt County has received
$250,375 from the federal government in compensation for the tax
revenue the county loses by
having the government as the
large, non-tax paying land owner
of Redwood Park.

Formerly Rite Way Cleaners

CASSETTE

of

County receives $250,375

Service Available

Bue

sums

1975. The report also said the
expansion would cause an im-

Alterations &

Arcata

large

Up to 1,600 people are ex-

Corner of 9th and |
Down & Suede
Headquarters

879 9h

States

annual cut reduction” equal to
slightly more board feet than the
total number of board feet ex-

pected to lose their jobs as a
result of the expansion, ac-

Park protection

“We are looking for the expansion of the park with
protection,’’
Vinyard said,
referring to the job issue.
Vinyard said that many jobs
would be created
in the

money when they do. We are not
fighting the Sierra Club.”
’ Drop in exports
In a report prepared by
Greenacres Consulting Corporation, it was noted that the expansion would cause an “‘initial

_

made possible by a special law
signed by Governor Brown
earlier this month.

Rice said, ‘They have cost the
people of California and the

Red-

/e\

severance pay as well. This is

“they get off the track.”
United

tax on severance

. They could collect unemployment without regard to the

anyone—unless they begin to
affect the majority adversely.
Rice said he personally thinks
the Sierra Club has done some
good things, but sometimes

wood Creek area, known as ‘‘the
worm,”’ is especially vulnerable
because of logging operations on
the ridges above it.

ARCATA
CLEANERS
WE

logging

said the

state income

or against

operations.

ie

(@\

nearby

She

is not for

fe)

and Accessories.
Service Available.

by

caused

Coalition
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All Musicinstruments

ry

yard explains, to protect the
existing park from damages

(e\'

HEADQUARTERS in Arcata

- tional
Park,
which
was
established in 1968.
The expansion is needed, Vin-

Those who would lose their
jobs if the park expansion goes
through would not have to pay

Congress to stop this.
“Every day we try to do
something to stop the park expansion. We write letters to
congressmen and to committees,” he said.
Rice said the Straight Arrow

Diving)

SERVICE

s

s
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YEAR AROUND CLASSES

ae

Mosbarger Inc.

Pool through ocean training

| 426 Third Eureka

ARCATA

|

|

Nurses net
two

|

442-50622 |

honors

Double honors have been
awarded the nursing department
at HSU.

ARCATA
Not only has the program been

WATCH

FOR THE

GRAND

OPENING

OF THE NEW SKIHAUS

IN ARCATA , LOCATED IN THE JACOBY STOREHOUSE
DIRECTLY IN FRONT OF THE ELEVATOR, STORE 106

IN DOWNTOWN

,

WE SELL
Tennis-Racket ball
Handball -demo rackets
tennis fashions

excellent that it will be used as a
model for the rest of the country
by the accrediting group, the
National League of Nurses.

ARCATA

KI SALES AND RENTALS
ROSS COUNTRY

RY ANG RENTALS

ski apparel
poles

exclusive of Arcata: racket stringing-1

skis.

boots
car racks

day service

MOUNT BACHELOR SKI AREA OPENS:
FOR SKIING THIS WEEKEND
NOV: 5!

h

granted an additional six years of
national accreditation but
its
program report is considered so

as

League accrediting teams will
use HSU’s self-evaluation report
as a standard for evaluating
other college programs.
The nursing program also
received commendations and a
continuance of
accreditation
from the State Board of Registered Nursir; -Department. Chair
Eleanor Ferguson reported.

Wednesday,

Nader urges citizen
action research group
printed in the Lumberjack;
others were printed on flyers and
distributed around the com-

whose main purpose is to inform
the consumer about the products

has

recently

Auerback currently has plans
for an auto-insurance-rate survey. He is actively seeking

additional

completed

and distributed an auto survey.
This list of prices compares the
variable rates from a dozen local

“Our

program

can

go

volunteers from

any-

where,”’ Mitchel Auerbach said,
director of CIA, ‘“‘but we need

Nadar

comes

to

speaks directly to
When informed, they

area

activated and organized.
“We

In Eureka
¢ Sun Harvest Natural Foods - wood a
Work at home -- no experience
necessary -- excellent pay.

open. Hrs. 11-6 Mon.-Sat. 442-6957

appreciated most.

: Park Lane, Suite 269, Dalles,

445-3316

Help Wanted

| 822-9537
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Make $50-$100 selling picture film =; ° 668-5162.

NEW AGE

at parade. Tournament of Roses

(a national magazine)
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# miles north of Arcata. STABLES

Going home to L.A. for holidays?

for
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¥
teas
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present information to the public.
For more information, contact
Mitchel
Mi
Auerbach at Y.E.S.S. ini
Hagopian House number 91 (next
to the financial aid office), or call ‘
Y.E.S. at 826-3340.

‘a
‘—

paddocks $20 mo., exercise area. 3

E services and classes. KHAFIZ

people.
become

ready to investigate projects and

Stalls $22.50 per mo., grassy

guidance. Professional astrological

service

THEATRE

onc@ there are a few more people

SPACE FOR HORSES

TX 78231.

a

ARGC AA

and

Regular meetings will be held

acoustical contemporary. Diversity

Write American Service, 8350

do

Dyes Yarns Macrame Supplies

community,’’ Auerbach said, “. .
. and recéive some major funds
from United Way,” which is a
community organization. Other
funging is provided by the
Associated Students.

Ensemble for 11-26 wedding.
Classical, romantic, chamber or

4 stoves & used guitars. Juice Bar

stu-

dents and the community
in
general.
Welcomed
to talk
Anyone with projects and ideas
they would like to see activated
are welcome to talk them over
with Auerbach.
Many
people do not even
consider joining a citizen action
group until someone like Ralph

valve jobs, clutch adjustment (or
replacement), carburetor rebuild
work and brake overhaul work.

Auto survey

CIA

go.”

service garages.
The figures include the cost for
major and minor car tune-ups,

munity.

and services he or she uses.
In the past, CIA has done
surveys on food prices and drug
prices. Some of the results were

people to put input into it. It can
go anyway that people want it to

$1.50. Jacob 822-5056

Auto

Se

Supply

New Apartment For Rent

large bedrooms, 4 beds, large

FOR SALE

SERVICE
REPRESENTED

= New 10-speed bike front & rear
: assembled tires, rims & hubs.
includes: 1. Sunshine Hubs,
wick release skewers; 2. Araya
7x1'% alloyed rims; 3. National
: Rubber Co. MYT Racer 90-100

JERRY

MMM
Mellow - Conscientious

tured. All for $48. Micheel,

will pay $20 a month to use
kitchen facilities to store and

oo
oe

prepore food. Preter something

Bug Parts For Sale

walking distence

4 vou would be interested end
would like to explore such an
arrangement, please call me.

that one can imagine. Call

Micheel Adoms; evenings 5-8,

Kevin at 826-4221

622-8549.
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Research Group (PIRG).
That happened three years ago
at HSU. Nadar spoke and people
reacted.
Nadar’s inspiration sparked
the creation of Consumer Information Advocates (CIA), a group
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When Ralph Nader speaks
about citizen action, he
the
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Artist’s work symbolizes hope for future

He wasn’t wasting any time directing
me to the sculpted redwood figures
standing on a table inside his mobile

educator.

He’s

giving

a

book

to

student. He represents knowledge

home.
“This one is the student,”’ he explained,
‘« this is a book here and the backpack

the

.

.

knowledge to understand the future
better.
Behind the student stands the woman
of today. She represents strength and
sophistication. Her arm is placed

is here.” He indicated the central figure
of the group which is the main theme of

. . . the student of

akimbo in an attitude of defiance which

today—the youth of today—being educat-

demands respect.
The arm is shaped like the numeral
nine and symbolizes woman ‘‘as odd
from man. Women have always been
considered less than men,
Navarro
said. ‘‘They’re no longer less than
ourselves.’’
This generation
Navarro feels that realistic suggestion

his whole project

i

life until it becomes his face (which takes
the characteristic of an inverted musical
note—the note being repeated on his
back).
To the right of the group is the

by Mark McDonald
He bounced through the doorway and
almost collided with me as I arrived for
the interview.

ed for tomorrow.
But, these figures in redwood are more
than representatives of education. For
the artist, Jack Navarro,
they symbolize a hope for the future.
Humboldt today for tomorrow
The 24-inch figures are scaled-down
models of the redwood sculptures
standing in front of the HSU Plant

must be kept in his art works—particul-

Operations building on the corner of B
. and 14th Streets.

These art works have raised more than
one inquiring eyebrow. No one seemed to
know what the objects were doing there.
The four figures are actually an
integrated group—‘‘two women, two men
which show they are equal,” Navarro
said.
He calls the project ‘‘Humboldt Today
For Tomorrow—Together We Must
Secure
the Future
for a Better
Tomorrow.”
Although each is a separate unit, they

form a cohesive purpose and intention
which Navarro hopes will communicate
itself to the observer, Navarro said. They
illustrate music, strength and education
for the student of today.

The Maestro, or musician-conductor,
stands on the left. ‘‘He brings all music
and people into harmony—for harmony,”’

Navarro said. The musician’s symbolism
starts with music and includes his whole

arly because he uses an abstract motif.
Therefore,
he includes the realistic
symbols peculiar to this generation—the

happy

face on the student’s book, the

daisy

in her

hair,

the

initials

on

her

backpack.
“These are symbols that belong to this
generation.”
“This will be lined with copper for the
birds to take a bath in,” Navarro said as

he splashed

water

from

the hollowed

surface on top of the backpack. ‘It’s a
living art (work) with life around it . . .”’
The artist
At 39 years old, Navarro exhibits the
energy and enthusiasm of men half his
age. He’s a custodian at HSU and has
recently purchased a ranch in Arcata.
Some of his other art work includes the

deer

in

Redwood

Park

behind

the

campus, the ‘‘One-Eyed Jack’’ statue on
Fickle Hill, and his most notorious
work—the famous peanut that went to
Washington.

photo by Mark McDonald
Sculptor Navarro’s creative energy is immortalized in redwood.
Navarro laughs when he mentions the
redwood peanut—in fact he doesn’t even
know what will become of it. But he turns
serious when he describes his views of
the proposed Redwood National Park
expansion.
“IT must be aware of what I have,”
Navarro said regarding his opportunities
to work and create in Humboldt County.
He feels that certain conservation
organizations are ‘‘blind to the creation
that comes out of the destruction” of
redwood trees.

UNIVERSITY CENTER &
PACIFIC ALLIANCE
PRESENT
CONCERT
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Monday, November 7, 1977
A lightweight cork footbed bonded to an outersole of
flexible, durable crepe. That's the secret of the comfort
of Shakti Shoes. The footbed gently supports your heel
and

arch

and

allows

your

toes

to grip with

each

step.

And the crepe outer-sole cushions you from the hard,
unyielding surfaces you walk on. Now that you know the
inside story, test walk a pair of Shakti Shoes. Your feet
will thank you.
AVAILABLE

AT

ROKOpILAU
411 FIFTH
Oshabh Corpor

mith

8:00 p.m.

of the
he is mindful
Although
by environmental
raised
arguments
groups, Navarro feels that without the
lumber industry ‘‘Eureka, Arcata, HSU,
Oregon and Washington wouldn’t have
been built (and) you couldn’t get an
education today.”’
“Art, education, politics and religion
are an idea,”’ Navarro said, ‘‘A sense of
direction for people to follow. I chose art,
because it suits me. . . It’s the idea of
being better—not perfect—but better.”’
“I wanted the finished project to look
like driftwood,”’ Navarro said. ‘‘They’re
sandblasted to give them a look of
eternity .. . The idea of education is to
last forever . . . It’s a direction for
mankind . . to hold to the young ideas of
the country .. . the future is in the hands

and ideas of the young.”

LECTURE
ON ZEN
TRAINING

An introductory
lecture on Zen
given by a senior
priest from Shasta
Abbey
TIME:

Tickets Available et:

The University Center game room,

College of the Redwoeds book store, Barnes Drugs in Arcete,
Twe Street Music

and Sequelae Steree in Eureka,

ond Down to Earth sendwiches In Fortuna.

EUREKA

SIMPATICO

4

8-10 p.m.

East Gymnasium
Humboldt State University, Arcata, California
General Admission %5.50
Students %4.50
Information 826-4159

Friday , Nov.

PLACE:

First

Presbyterian

hurch, 15th and I Streets, Eurek

ADMISSION:

two dollars

Sponsored by Eureka
Center of Meditation.
446-0637
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TEAR OUT AND p

LUNCH
Mon-Sat 11am to 2pm

DANCING

SUNDAY BRUNCH

Daily

1oam to 2pm

9:30pm to 1:30am

DINNER

Daily 5pm to 1opm
re

Open Daily 11am to 2am

Novem

CY

Sun Mon Tues Wed

°

Friday
Saturday

SIRLOIN CHAMPIOGNES

bp

.
Thursday

Daniels:

Lauries: COD PARMESAN

mit| wl]

Wednesday

Thurs Fri

Daniels; CORNISH GAME HENS
Lauries: BAKED DILL SOLE
Daniels:

APRICOT

GLAZED

Lauries: BREADED DEEP
Daniels:
Lauries:

DUCK

FRIED OYSTERS

SURF & TURF SKEWER
STUFFED TROUT

Sunday

.

Monday

6
7

i

Sat

Daniels: VEAL OSCAR
Lauries:

SCALLOPS

A LA SUISSE

Daniels: CHICKEN DIVAN
Lauries: TEMPURA HALIBUT
Daniels:

SIRLOIN

TIPS

& SAUTEED

q uesday)

8

Lauries: SHRIMP NEWBERG

Wednesday

9

Daniels:

TERIYAKI

Lauries:

SEAFOOD

RIB EYE STEAK
SKEWER

OLD TOWN BAR @ GRILL
arrose

Sun

‘327 2no-Stveet, Ofd' Town, Eureka, CA 95501*(707) 445-2971

BROIL

VEG.
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Bertolt Brecht’s

‘Mother Courage
and
her

Children’

plays Van Duzer Friday

The theatre arts department of HSU
will open its 1977-78 season with Bertolt

Brecht’s play ‘‘Mother Courage and Her
Children’’.
The production, which is being directed
by Jeff Peacock, will open on November
4 in the John Van Duzer Theatre.
Peacock is directing the play as his
thesis project. When asked why he chose
“Mother Courage” he said, ‘‘The play is

about war and the people in the war.
Having been in a war myself, -Fve
experienced the nature of war and the
effect it has on the nature of man.”

In casting the play, Peacock double-cast two roles. The roles of Kattrin and
‘Yvette will be alternately played by
Toodie Dodgen and Jenny Wake. Both
actresses are excited about working on
the characters together.
‘‘We are sharing thoughts and ideas as
we go along. We can work from what the
other person has discovered. Since we’re
friends the competition
factor is
minimized,” Wake said.
Dodgen said, ‘‘Theatre is a lonely art,
being able to work with someone else
bridges the gap.”’

Sharing Ideas
“Even

though

we're

sharing

ideas,”

Mother Courage

Wake said, “‘our characterizations will

The play is about someone who very
consciously involves herself in the war.
It’s about Mother Courage, who choses to
make profit from the war and pays for it
with the lives of her three children.”

be different, mainly because we're two
unique people.”’
The role of Mother Courage will be
played by Ele Logan. Logan is a theatre
arts instructor at HSU.

Something that makes the play
different from most plays is the fact that
it includes music. That does not mean it
is a musical. It has nothing in common
with a Rodger’s and Hammerstein’s
show.

Her theatre background ranges from
teaching high school acting and stagecraft to performing in off-Broadway
shows.

Carol Ann Moseley, musical director,
said the music is not meant to be
beautiful. She said‘‘People aren’t going
to hear beautiful music.’’

She finds the role of Courage as being
“tremendously challenging and frightening. It looms gigantic.”
Peacock and Logan agree that the
character of Mother Courage is one of the
richest in all of drama.

The music

The music was composed by a French
composer named Desseau and according

to Moseley the music can be irritating at
times. ‘It’s music that most ears are

unaccustomed to. A lot of the time it’s
dissonant.

“It’s very difficult music
mely unusuat,’’ she said.

and

extre-

‘‘She’s conniving and tough, and yet, at
the same time she’s compassionate and
has a good sense of humor,” Peacock
said.
Putting the play together is a large
task. Peacock said, “It’s a learning
experience for all of us. An experience

well worth the time and effort.”

NBN ww

by Sue Hance
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photos by Dgniel Mandell
by Hal Reynolds
Asst. Prot., German and Spanish
Bert Brecht is coming to HSU. The German born poet,
dramatist and innovator of world drama fled from the Nazis,
survived even Hollywood and the House committee on
UnAmerican Activities of the McCarthy era, and returned
after the war to East Berlin to found the now famous Berliner
Ensemble— theatrical forum from which Brecht fought for
socialism and against facism, capitalism and traditional
bourgeois theater.
But what does his play ‘‘Mother Courage and Her
Children” have to say to us here and now? It is a play about
war and how people act during war, written almost 40 years
ago during Brecht’s exile in Denmark when storm clouds of
war were about to break.
Moreover, the play is set in 17th century Europe during
the Thirty Years War, one of the bloodiest, long-lasting wars
in world history; a war of faith, commercial interests and
regional conflicts. The play begins with recruitment for war,
follows through the see-saw destruction of war with Mother
Courage and her wagon of goods, ending with death and
distant drumming as war rolls ominously on.
War is the basic reality-of the play; peace is only a
temporary intermission. And if this was the reality of 17th
century Europe it is even morethereality of the entire world
in the 20th century, often called The Age of Violence by
historians, a violence made even more awesome by the
potential of nuclear weapons. Though we are not fighting a
war at the moment we have fought three major wars in my
lifetime, and the degree to which we have become a
war-based economy is reflected in the amount of money we
spend on war-related things (ca 30 percent of the federal
budget) and the number of jobs in war related fields (about
one in 10).
War draws in those who do not resist it and often those
who do. Brecht opposes war through provocative theater. He
invented ‘‘epic theater’ and devised a new technique of

theatrical representation based on the alienation effect” to

provoke us, to make us rethink our situation, to distance
ourselves enough to see more clearly.
One of his
mentality. We

challenges is to our I-am-an-exception
may know the statistics on divorce,

alcoholism, disease, violence, etc., yet we deceive ourselves
successfully into thinking we are exceptions. When added to

statistics, we are surprised and defeated;

we feel what

Mother Courage calls ‘‘capitulation:”’
Once, when in the blossom of my youth,
I thought I was something special,
ae
(not unlike any old girl next door, not with my looks and
talent and my drive for higher things)
And I ordered my soup without any hairs,
Any they got nothing from me.
But a little birdie whispered to me
Wait a couple of years, then you'll see.

Especially in this country where the individualistic,
pioneer spirit of self-reliance is drummed into us from
childhood on, it is difficult to make the step Brecht pushes us
toward by destroying our fondest notion of oursclves as
exceptions, the step from ‘‘I’ll manage for myself”’ to ‘“‘We’re
all done for unless we change things.”

Brecht claims that corruptibility is a positive human
trait and to convince us, challenges us to see the world from
the perspective of the poor, the powerless and the
downtrodden. For them a corrupt official is frequently the
difference between life and death. Brecht is not proposing
anarchy when he has Mother Courage say:
—e
is among humans the same as mercy with

Corruptibility is our only hope. As long as it’s there, there'll

be mild sentences and even the innocent can get by in
court.
He is saying laws favor the rich and powerful and
corruption provides a welcome crack in an otherwise
impenetrable legal barrier to change. He attacks the law and
order mentality by affirming humanity (even in the form of
corruption) and by demanding a critical examination of

whose law? whose order? and to what purpose?
To a certain extent we can go along with Brecht when he
mocks heroism. We can laugh at the exagerated idealism and
obvious futility of heroics, but underneath most of us believe
in heroes—the sports stars, the John Waynes, the cowboys
and all those brave TV cops. So basic is heroism to our value
system that we can laugh at it without seriously questioning
it. Brecht questions, not by attacking heroes and heroics;
rather he aims his criticism at the conditions which make the
heorics necessary. Again Mother Courage puts it succinctly:
Whenever such great virtues are there, that proves
something
is foul . . . In.awell run country such things aren't
necessary ;
everyone can be just normal, medium-bright, and even
cowardly.
Brecht’s play is a loud ‘‘no”’ to war, an urging to defy all
recruitment to war, be it as soldier on the front or
defense-systems engineer in Southern California. It is a cry
to resist entanglement in war at all costs.
His central figure, the hardened, feisty, life-wise Mother
Courage, for all her spirit and industry, does not recognize
this and as a result feeds the war with her talents, her energy
finally with her children.

The play ends on & tragic note, despite the songs,
liveliness and coarse humor. The war goes on—for Mother
Courage and for us, and she has not realized (have we?) that
if we do not end war it will end us.
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Wanna break from homework?

|

Dick up a gegen

Divorce workshops

|

by Sandi Kahkonen
“Loving and Leaving,” a weekend
workshop offered through the university

extension program, has been designed to
aid men and women who are undergoing
a marriage separation.
“There's a lot of divorce going around
the campus and in the community,’’ Paul
Crosbie, instructor of the workshops,

Phones (707) 822-2835 or 839-0136

said. He said that ‘‘the divorced person
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‘Get it all out’

experiences extreme trauma and disorientation, and is very much in need of
some help.”’
Crosbie has gathered information for
the past year on the many problems that

face divorced or separated people.
Each 10-person workshop covers this
information and is able to ask further

questions

and

discuss

and

share

experiences in these areas. This sharing
enables the person not to feel so alone,
according to Dr. Crosbie. He said that the
sharing provides a ‘‘catharsis’”’ of the
information covered, and that the person
is encouraged to ‘‘get it all out,”’ which is
helpful to them.
Crosbie began his research on the
subject as a result of his own divorce, and
began teaching the class to better
understand the affects that divorce has
on people.
Among topics he has found statistics
and research on are: the emotional
impact of separation and finding one’s

new identity, continued relations with the
spouse, the effects of separation and
divorce on children,
friends
and
relatives, legal and financial difficulties,
living in a_ single-parent household,
starting over, dating and new lovers, and
re-marriage.
Teaching the class for four quarters,
Crosbie feels that he has grown from it.
‘‘People’s experiences allow me to relate
more each time,’’ although ‘“‘. . .all have
pretty similar responses.”
He feels that the class is ‘‘. . . really
good!’’ Crosbie has found a lot of
statistics and research and deals with it
in an academic rather than professional
way. Input and catharsis can benefit a
person more than professional coaching
methods, according to Crosbie. ‘They
(counselors) haven’t experienced loneliness, or social isolation. Divorced
people must learn a new way of life.”’
This class provides for growth in that

new way.

“Loving and Leaving’
is offered
credit-no credit, has only 10 to 11
members per weekend workshop, and
requires pre-registration. Openings

may

still be available for the Nov. 4 and 5
workshop, and spaces are available for
Nov. 11 and 12, and Dec. 9 and 10
workshops. More information can be

obtained from the university extension
office at 826-3711.

Ask a banking question.
We'll give you a full report.
If you have a banking question you'd like answered, Bank of
America is the place to come.
In fact, we can probably give you a full report on the subject.
That's because our Consumer Information Reports cover a
wide variety of banking subjects. Including, “A Guide to Checks and
Checking” which explains what you need to know about cashing
and depositing checks, holds, and stop-payment procedures. We also
offer Reports on: “How to Establish Credit,’ “Ways to Save Money,’
“Rights and Responsibilities: Age 18” and more.
And our Consumer Information Reports are free at any one
of our branches.

Like College Plan“ Checking, Personal Choice Savings Plans, and
if you qualify, Student BankAmericard" Visa" and overdraft
protection. But you can pick up our Consumer Information Reports
with no obligation to sign up for anything.
You see, we figure the more you know about banking, the
more likely you are to bank with the bank that can do you the most
good, both in school and after.
Quite a few Californians think that’s us. And we're hoping you'll
come to the same conclusion.
Depend on us. More California college students do.

Of course, we have a variety of other banking services, as well.

BANKOF AMERICA Gi
BANK

OF AMERICA

NT&SA.

MEMBER

FDIC
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Patients on pins, needles;
acupunture leaves HSU
by Andy Avalos
Like the yin and yang principle in
acupuncture, so too has this art of
healing come and gone from HSU.
Acupuncture was utilized these past
few weeks by Dr. Michael Volen, M.D.

at HSU’s

Student

Health

Center.

Dr.

Volen left the area, but will be returning
to continue his practice. It is not known if
he will be working at HSU when he
returns to the Northcoast.
‘There are literally millions of
Americans not well treated through
drugs. People still suffer from arthritis
and chronic pains. Acupuncture is a good
alternative for them,’’ Dr. Volen said.
During the interview with the doctor,
acupuncture was performed on a patient
with muscle spasms throughout her
back.
Relaxed muscles
As he injected pins through an
aluminum tube to the troubled muscles,
Volen said the acupuncture treatment
would relax the muscles enabling them to
heal. Meanwhile
the patient was
breathing steadily, and then resting for
the next 15 minutes while the pins
remained inserted.
Volen has been in the medical
profession for seven years. He learned
acupuncture methods at the UCLA
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Medical Center two years ago and has

treated several hundred patients with the
Chinese techniques.
“Physical treatment

America,

when

is

ignored

simple physical

in

treat-

ment can be a cure. There are things
anyone can do,” the doctor said as he

referred to acupuncture relatives shiatsu, the Japanese art of massage and
acupressure, utilizing one’s fingers
instead of pins.
“It’s legal”
“Any M.D. can perform acupuncture if
they wish to. It’s legal,’ Volen said as
he stimulated the silver pins on the
patient’s neck and back.

‘You can expect to feel very relaxed
today,’’ he said to his patient.

Chinese doctors have said acupuncture
cures because man echoes
workings
of nature can
systematically as well as
workings of man. There is
order and set of reactions

nature. The
be drawn
the physical
a predictable
in man and

nature.
The book ‘‘Chinese Medical History’’
puts it this way: As heaven has its sun
and moon, its order of stars, rain and
wind, thunder andlight'ning,so man has
two eyes, a set of teeth, joy and anger,
voice and sound.”’

Pinned

patient perceives

no pain.

New course helps math skills

Art degree
approved

(Continued from front page)

through the sixth grade, girls take significantly fewer
math and science courses in junior and senior high
than do boys.
According to Gale, by the time students reach
college, sex, rather than ability, has influenced the
courses in their background. To a great extent, this
may determine their choice of career.
Solid background
Gale said that by gaining a solid background in
arithmetic and algebra, women will be able to enroll in
college-level math and science courses.
“This will allow more females to have wider
career options,’’ she said.
A study done in 1973 showed that 57 percent of the
freshmen males at UC Berkeley had completed four
years of high school math, while only eight percent of
the freshmen females had.
“This disqualified 92 percent of the freshmen
women from many fields that require a strong
mathematical background,” Gale said.
.
Berkeley, like many colleges, does not have a
remedial math course. Students must either meet the
requirements, attend the courses at another college, or
change majors.
Change majors
“Some students choose a major without knowing
what is required,”’ Gale said. ‘‘Once they find out, they
quit and change majors.”’
Until this quarter, Math I was the lowest
mathematics course available at HSU. A student who
didn’t place high enough on the placement exam to
take this course had to take Math D, a course offered at
HSU by CR. The units for this class were not accepted
by HSU.
There are a total of 45 students presently enrolled in
Building Math Confidence. Eleven are males.
John Rockwell, a student enrolled in the course

said, ‘‘I needed the class as a prerequisite, but didn’t

want to take Math D at CR. It wouldn’t have counted as
any units for me there,” he said.
Two-quarter sequence
The course is in a two-quarter sequence,
team taught by a mathematics
and psychology
instructor.
It includes classwork in recognizing and
combating anxiety and tension caused by poor
self-image and-or poor performance in math courses.
Relaxation exercises, role-playing and meeting
successful women role models are a part of the

curriculum, which has been designed to help students

deal with these problems.
Diagnostic tests are given at the beginning of the
quarter to determine deficiencies in math background.

Peer tutors meet with a group of three students, who
have
similar math comprehension, for two hours a
week to do intense work in the ‘‘Need”’ areas.
Encouragement

The main goal of the program is that every student
will successfully complete a mathematics course and
will be encouraged to attempt other math courses, as
well as science courses which demand math as a
prerequisite:
Bob Martin, a tutor for the class, said, “The course
is oriented towards anyone who needs confidence in

math.”

‘‘Men shouldn’t feel left out at all if they need the
class,”’ he said.
Both Martin and Gale said there are societal
pressures for males not to admit they need
mathematical help.
“Who do you usually pose a question concerning
math to?”’ Gale asked.
‘“‘A male,”’ she said. ‘‘Society says men should be
able to do math better than women.”
Gale said that women do not give themselves
enough credit and sometimes will not be assertive

The chancellor of the California
State University and Colleges has
approved the curriculum propos-

al

of

the

HSU

Theatre

Arts

Department.
The proposal is to offer the
degree of Master of Fine Arts in
Theatre Arts.
Students can officially begin
work toward the degree starting
in the 1977-78 academic year.

enough to ask questions in the classroom.

‘All of this contributes to not doing well in a
course,”’ she said.
Supportiveness
The support for females to take math and science
should begin in junior and senior high, she said.
“Unfortunately, high school counselors and
parents of high school students do not encourage the
girls as much as the boys,’’ Gale said.
“Parents don’t consider it important for their
daughters to take or complete unrequired math and
Sciences courses,” she said, ‘‘They may even advise
them against taking such courses because it might
lower their GPA and ruin their chances of being
accepted into college.’’

HUNGRY FOR
KNOWLEDGE?

Amy Hudson, a freshman majoring in busines
heard about the course during freshm
“T felt like they knew who I wg
Hudson said the psychological
very relevant to problems a st
math, but in all classes.
‘Relaxation is needed
Hansen, a class tutor, said. “
‘were scared to death of math,
to feel more confident about
Students need to discuss
their fears and anxieties are,
“There are usually ma
same situation,’’ she said. ‘
worst is very important.’;

ORIGINAL DEFECTIVE
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by Pat Poulin

The University Resource Planning and Budget
Committee (URPB) has evolved as the focal point for
reorganization of the way HSU policies are influenced.
The extent of its ‘‘evolution’” remains to be seen
and questions have arisen concerning representation
on the committee.
;

In January 1975 a budget committee was
established to advise then new President Alistair
McCrone on university financial affairs including
preparation of the annual budget submitted to the
chancellor’s office.
The committee has since gone through changes
which have left it with influence over the three major
functions of university administration: budget,
campus planning and space allocation.

“Effective allocation recommendations required
that a greater degree of planning be conducted,”’

Committee gains
power, expands

In

the

Committee

spring

of 1976

adopted

a

the

University

resolution

evolved out of the budget committee’s original request
for a change of its charge. It was perceived as a threat
because of the way it was presented and the source it
came from.”
“Its specifics were not generally embraced,”

Hennessy noted, adding that what did come out of the
MAAP proposal was a general recognition of a greater
need for planning at the university.
Out of this need, and the dropping of MAAP, the
University Budget Committee began to take on a new
form in its ‘‘evolutionary process.”’

Budget

expanding

its

mandate to undertake certain other planning areas,

URPB palatable
“Planning is now evolving out of URPB,’’ Lawson
said. ‘It is similar but different than MAAP. It is
facing the same problems and issues as MAAP did, but
is evolving from a different body of individuals—the
budget committee rather than an ad hoc committee of
the president. It is much more palatable than MAAP.”’

Hennessy said.
Dr. Don Lawson, director of campus projects and
research said, ‘‘At its creation the budget committee
had problems allocating funds and difficulty in
coordinating efforts of the other committees.”
Faculty and administrators met last fall and

discussed ‘‘structures which might be implemented to

An executive memorandum issued in April renamed
the committee the University Resource Planning and
Budget Committee (URPB) and extended its mandate
to ‘utilizing subcommittees of its membership and-or
resource personnel to obtain data, conduct studies, and
develop recommendations regarding long and short
range planning, and also methods for coordinating its
own activities with the activities of the existing space
and facilities planning and allocation committees.”

provoke a greater planning process,”’ Hennessy said.
Ideas expressed in the meeting were summarized
and studied by an ad hoc committee of the president,
according to Lawson.

Out

of

this

ad

hoc

committee

evolved

the

controversial Mechanism for Achieving All-university
Planning (MAAP) proposal.
Proposal opposed

The MAAP proposal was dropped in February last
year after receiving much opposition. It would have
increased the charge of the budget committee and

Jacquemet commented on the reorganization,
“Any way they can, whether called MAAP
or
constructing a committee on a piece-meal basis, it is
still a centralization of power.”

consolidated other committees, particularly in the
areas of campus planning and space allocation.

The committee’s evolution continues. On Oct. 5 an
executive memorandum added two standing subcommittees to the URPB—Budget and Space— according
to Lawson.

Adequate student and faculty representation on
committees became an issue. The Academic Senate
advised Mc Crone against MAAP implementation.
Kevin Jacquemet, student representative on the
senate last year, opposed the proposal.
“It was a centralization of power
by the

A hiring search to fill the position left vacant by the
resignation of Dr. Oden Hansen, past dean of campus

administration,” Jacquemet said.

For a truly magical experience |
We feature’:
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The implementation of these latest changes in
URPB will be discussed during the next few weeks with
the administrative, faculty and senate committees,
Hennessy said.
The ‘‘evolution” of URPB may not end here,
according to Lawson. At the request of McCrone last
February, Lawson has conducted a study on
committee overlap and time spent in committees.
The report was handed to McCrone last week. If its
recommendations are approved the mandate of URPB
will extend even further.
Collapsing committees
The report recommends collapsing six committees
into one (becoming part of URPB), according to
Lawson. The committees are: Campus Planning
Committee; Traffic and Parking Committee; Housing
Committee; Public Safety Committee; Committee on

the Acceptance and Installation of Art Work on the
HSU Campus; and the Campus Space Committee.
These committees include a total of 10 student
representative positions, 15 faculty representative
positions and 30 administrative positions.
The URPB committee is made up of two students,
three faculty members and seven administrators.
The Student Legislative Council (SLC) Thursday
night approved a motion to request that two students
be appointed to the Physical Facilities Support Group
and two students to the Budget subcommittee of the

URPB.

‘We have a mechanism now to coordinate and give
direction to the campus,”’ Lawson commented. ‘‘I’m
really happy about that. It’s something that will work.
It’ll grow.”
The extent and direction of its growth remains to
be seen.

see what alternatives in leisure
activities are in this area.

“What do you do with your
spare time here?” is a question
often asked by new and transfer
students at HSU.

Giants

Phillipsville, CA

®

a line
today!

The membership of URPB was increased Oct. 19
by the addition of one student, bringing total
student-representation on the committee to. two.
Presently there are no student representatives on the
standing subcommittees.

Fair explores spare time

The HOBBIT

of Commerce or drop up us
be happy to send you yours

the
the

planning of space in the university.”’

According to Lawson, ‘‘MAAP was something that

Duties expanded

Effort to coordinate

A recommendation by sub-committees working
over the summer to add these responsibilities to the
URPB was approved by the president, Hennessy said.

“The Space Standing subcommittee represents
first effort to coordinate into one committee

policy influence

according to Dr. John Hennessy, executive assistant to
the president.

development and utilization, failed to turn up a
qualified candidate. Duties of the space and planning
committees were taken over by the URPB.

an

groups

Fair held in

Multi-purpose

Room

Thursday, Oct. 20.
The fair involved 14 local clubs
and organizations—10 from off
campus
and four
from
on
campus—that offer students opportunities for utilizing their
spare time. Each organization
set up a display and provided
rsonnel to answer questions
rom students concerning that
a nd functions.
group's, services
i

Groups represented
The Arcata Parks and Recrea-

*tion Department, the Six Rivers
Club, the Humboldt
Runni

Bicycle Club and Arcata

County

ansit Authority were a few of
groups at the fair.
ne off campus

e Bahai Club, the Campus Girl
wts, the Navigators and the
dent Employment Volunteers
presented on campus clubs.
Not recruitment

omi

Johnson,

Student

lanning

offered

as

part

of

Humbol tt Orientation Program
(H.O.P.) for new and transfer
students this September, Johnson
said.

Leisure time important

‘‘Maybe you're not going to get
all your satisfaction from your
job anymore, particularly beGroup selection
cause those quote ‘good jobs’ are
In order to provide the widest getting harder to find. Some of
our Satisfaction can come out of
variety possible in activities the
ow you use your leisure time,”
off campus groups were selected
by a committee comprised of she said.
Susan Hansen (Career DevelopHansen said that a
person can
ment), Cindy Purnell (H.O.P.), look at the interests, abilities and
Chuck Lindemenn
(University values involved in how he spends
Center) and Johnson. On cam
his leisure time, ‘‘as a basis to
clubs were notified about the fair start
making
some
career
through the Campus Crier.
choices and maybe even extend
Hansen, director of the Career
those kinds of considerations into
career planning.”
Development Center, became
involved
in organizing the fair
primarily through interest sparkWhile
some
of the club
ed by a counseling workshop
representatives felt the fair could
offered last spring, Leisure
have been better publicized and
wished more groups had been
Planning.
able to participate, most of the
‘From my perspective as
people involved
thought it was a
director of the Career Developvery good start and are hoping a
ment Center, leisure planning
similar event will be sponsored
has implications beyond occupyagain next year.
ing your time while you're in
school,” she said.
Both Johnson and Hansen saw

room for eo) hah age as far as

Re-

ps Coordinator, said the fair
a “recruitment process”’
clubs, but more of an

ity for the students to

ORIGINAL DEFECTIVE

The fair was the outgrowth of
an optional workshop on leisure

rson’s career, and the
in a
second is that considerations in
how a person spends leisure time
can also be evaluated and applied
to career planning.

Hansen said leisure planning is
an important
complement
to
career planning for two reasons.
The first is the
need to find

satisfaction that may be missing

publicity and getting more people
involved were concerned.
They both said they are looking

forward to having another leisure
fair next year.

Lost,
4

A

line

had

already

across the room
cash registers,

tallying

found --

up

the

formed

ending at the
which were

arm-fulls

of

clothing, books and other goodies

being carried by their new
owners. I got the feeling that if
the sale hadn’t been sponsored by

sold!
the Lost ’n Found Property Sale
had begun last Saturday was too
late. I walked into a room with
over 100 people swarming over

Would

clothes for fitting and showed
friends what they had found. But

the best part of the whole sale
was the prices. You could have
walked in with the change to do

of all the “‘best stuff.”

half

sweater,

ment the crowd, mostly students,
might have been a bit less polite

Police

quite friendly as people held up

the tables of sale items, each with
the skill of an eagle sweeping up
its prey, picking the tables clean

get the whole works and still get
change back from your dollar.
After finding something, like a

Depart-

University

as they rampaged through the
merchandise.
Friendly atmosphere
Actually the atmosphere was

pose room just 10 minutes after

an entire new set of laundry. It
was nostalgic of the original
McDonald’s era when you could

search

the

by Pat Poulin
Arriving at the UC Multi-Pur-

your laundry and walked out with

the

fun

was

to

for the smaller sticker

carrying the price marked on it.

you

believe,

only

75

cents—sold! Eew clothes were
priced at over $1.
Imagine only 5 cents for an
almost new leather glove (right
handed even! ) Its mate could not
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knit hats, key chains and almost
anything you could ever lose for
Sale. It is difficult to believe that

umbrella?”’
“‘What’s it worth to you?”
“‘How about a quarter””’
Sold! (I knew I should have

glasses

tried for a dime! )

there

are

so

many

without

there.

You

pairs

of

their cases

out

could

have

bought

them back for a dime each.
Paperback books were priced

at a dime each and hardbound
books were a quarter.

(Who ever

lost ‘‘Mat and the Car,” well, it

The sale brought in about $250
and the proceeds will go to the
student loan
small boxes of
donated to St.
and the closet

fund. The three
unsold items were
Vincent De Paul's,
for lost and found

was there for a dime and I love
items will be filling up until they
it.)
are either claimed or sold at the
The sale lasted for three hours
lost and found sale next fall
quarter.
although most of the buying was
done the first 45 minutes. After
So if you had lost something on
be found but there were plenty of the initial rush was over and the * campus there is a good chance it
other gloves. For a dime I could
less desirable items were left, it
may be in new hands today. Don’t
get a pair of ‘“‘two-tone” gloves— was quite easy to do some
be surprised or upset if. you see
,
sold!
dickering for prices.
that old jacket or knit cap on the
There were wallets, umbrellas, *
person sitting next to you in class.
“‘How much for this handleless

Business. Science.

Engineering.

This semester is the right time to get a TI

calculator tailored to the work you're doing.
“sy

SR-51-0

$7995"

. SR-51-I1

The MBA"

Professional decision making system.
Loaded with statistics functions.
Accounting. Marketing. Education.
Social Sciences. Life Sciences. Health.
Statistics plays a major role in dozens
of career fields. Here's a calculator with
the advanced capability you need to
handle your projects. Comes with

oot

Calculating Better Decisions, a $4.95 book value.
Helps you get the most out of the SR-51-II. Stepby-step illustrations show how to use its powerful
preprogrammed functions. Learn how to gather
data. Weigh alternatives. Arrive at rapid, accurate
decisions.
*Suggested

retail price

©1977 Texas Instruments Incorporated

Business calculator

A business major’s dream machine.
If you're building a career in business, the MBA
can be ideal. It provides instant answers to complex business problems

at the touch of a key. It is

preprogrammed for a wide variety of functions
and formulas business professionals face every
day. Take internal rate of return, for example, a
valuable calculation for accurate capital budgeting. It's complicated, often difficult, and takes time.
The MBA handles it in seconds, for 12
fo)
different cash flows! It also offers programmability—up

to

32

keystrokes

solving repetitive problems easily.

TEXAS

INSTRUMENTS
INCORPORATED

for
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Mind-body fusion
fencing class aim
‘You have to be continually creative

by David McMoyler

with your opponent,” said Lyon.

The days of flashing swords and the
Three Musketeers may be long gone, but
a bit of swashbuckling still lingers on in
fencing classes offered through the HSU
PE department.
Stephen Lyon, an oceanography senior,
teaches advanced and intermediate
fencing (PE 24C and 24B), and John
Diamond, a senior in geography, teaches
the beginning class (24A). Both students
are normally teacher-aids, but have
assumed full responsibility for the
classes this year while the regular
instructor, Leela Zion, is on sabbatical.
Lyon said there is a total of about 20
students in both of his classes, while
Diamond said that students have been
turned away from the 30-space beginning

class everyquarter he has been involved
with it.
“You get a very different group of
people into fencing,’’ said Lyon. ‘‘Very
rarely do you find a PE major in here.”
Swashbuckling image
Lyon said many students sign up for
fencing with the romantic (though
somewhat invalid) swashbuckling image
in mind, while others wish to study it as a
martial art.
“‘They usually find what they’re
looking for,’’ said Lyon, ‘‘but they will
soon center on fencing for what it is, and

appreciate

it

more

for

its

cerebral

quality.’
Lyon thinks fencing is unique because
it is one of the few martial arts that has
developed through western culture.
“It’s a sport apart from any other sport
as we know it in the modern western
world in the sense that the ultimate goal
is a mind-body fusion,’’said Lyon. ‘You

want

to think

about

executing

‘‘It’s

almost like imagining your foil was a
brush, and you're continually painting

and

making

new

designs.

If

your

opponent sees you’re doing the same old
stuff, he'll figure out a new way around

it.”’
Lyon said that the amount of creativity
and expression the sport affords a fencer

often results in the development of a

unique, individual
extension of his or
“It gets to the
fencers, that you
about the person’s

style that serves as an
her pergonality.
point with advanced
can tell an awful lot
personality by the way

he fences,’’ he said.
John
Diamond,
teacher
of the
beginning class, sees each match as ‘‘a
very personal confrontation.”
Duel of wits
“It’s more personal than a really hot
tennis match, or something like that,’’ he
said, ‘‘because you’re in such close
personal contact with your opponent.
Physically, you’re out there sweating
three feet away from him, and mentally,
you're constantly engaged in this duel of

wits.”’
“It’s also a very good feeling when
you’ve finished a bout, especially a really
hard, toughly fought bout with some-

one,”’ said Diamond. ‘‘You feel very close

‘You move with the assurance that you
can put your body in a certain position
within a fraction of a second,” he said.
Fencing can even be looked at as a
scaled-down representation of life.

some

‘When you’re out there on the strip (a
bouting area 2 by 14 meters), all the
factions that are involved in your life can
be narrowed down and confined to just

you and your opponent,”’ said Lyon. ‘In a
sublimated sense, you’re out there
survival, survival of that one bout.”

for

opponent.

‘*You set a pattern to break a pattern,”
he said.

Lumberjack,
ports
the basis of split-second decisions, which
I guess are analogous to the decisions you
have to make in life.”
Both Lyon and Diamond stress that
serious
fencing
involves a ‘‘long
build-up’’, and that proficiency requires
constant practice and hard work.

“The fundamental

thing it takes to

learn to fence is the determination to
learn to fence, because you see how much
you have to go through before you
actually start to pick up the skill,” said

» Diamond.

‘Find your center”

He explained that in more advanced
levels of fencing, the idea is to project
your strategy three or four moves in
advance, and try to out-think your

PERFECT FORM—James Olsen, a fencing teaching aide, strikes an Errol Flynn
pose in showing the beginning class a technique of the art. Called a ‘‘duel of wits,”
one enthusiast said the sport carries over into everyday life by giving a person a
sense of peace and self-confidence.

to them, and you feel very high.”
Lyon said that, as with many of the
eastern martial arts, mastery of fencing
is something that can carry over into
everyday life by giving a person a sense
of peace and self-confidence.

action, and be able to do it within a
split-second.”
“There are analogies that fencing is
not unlike playing three-dimensional
chess at 90 miles per hour,”’ Lyon said.
Out-think opponent

photo by Dwight Jurling

Diamond sees the need to ‘‘find your
center’’ as an important link between
fencing and life. .
“Survival can’t come through strictly
aggressiveness or strictly defensiveness,”’ he said. ‘‘You have to find your
center, and be able to go either way on

‘It usually takes about five years just
to really pick up the basics,’’ said Lyon.
“After that, you can start to develop the
mental aspects.”’
Lyon has been fencing for almost four
years and Diamond began three years
ago.

ecvernette DP

es

‘Most
peaking

of
out

the great fencers start
in their mid-30s or 40s

because it has taken that |

to build

up the mental capacity,”’ said

Lyon.

However, Lyon and Diamond
want to scare anybody off.

don’t

‘‘When we're talking about 15 or 20
years to develop your game, you must
realize that there are different levels of
fencing, and a person can get a great deal
of enjoyment and fulfillment at any
level,’’ said Diamond.

‘Almost anybody can learn to fence.
It’s even used as therapy for people
who've lost some function in their
limbs,” he said.
Fencing was introduced to HSU as a
course over 20 years ago by a now retired
Russian Professor Thelwall Proctor.

Intercollegiate team

its

Between 1956 and 1975, Humboldt had
own intercollegiate fencing team

which,

Lyon

said,

‘‘on a few

occasions,

got within a few touches of winning the
intercollegiate district championship.”’
When team fencing was cut from the
athletic budget along with six other
sports in 1975, a club was formed called
‘The Redwood Union of the Sword.”
The club consists of about 20 members,
and serves primarily as a source of
identification at tournaments.
The nearest tournaments the club can
compete in are usually in the Bay Area,
around Sacramento or further south.
“It’s usually like a 600-mile round trip
to do any fencing, and then it’s all out of
our own pockets,”’ said Lyon.

Although the initial cost for equipment

is not that great, travel ing expenses do
present a problem for a competing fencer
in Humboldt County.

photo by Dwight Jurling
WELL, NOT SO PERFECT,

but still learning are

members of the beginning fencing class. Many students’

sign up for the class with the romantic swashbuckling

image

in mind,

but soon appreciate it more

‘cerebral’ quality, according to one teacher.

for its

“How

often we compete depends on

how determined we are to compete and
on our financial statements from the

bank;” said Lyon.

owe
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last

minute San Francisco State
scoring threat in defeating the
Gators 19-13, Saturday.
The Jacks piled up 248 yardson
the ground, of which Schumacher
contributed 102 yards. His 62yard touchdown run in the first
quarter
opened
the
‘Jacks
scoring.
The Gators drove to HSU’s 23
yard line, but three straight
incompleted passes by the SFS
quarterback gave
the ‘Jacks
possession of the ball with 47
seconds remaining in the game.
The ‘Jacks, 1-1-1 in FWC and
4-2-1 overall, return home Saturday to play Simon Fraser University in a non-conference game at
1:30 p.m. in the Redwood
Bowl.

For further information,
Roy McKay at 822-8413

Ski benefit

by John Cressy
Back in Turlock, the HSU
freshman team defeated Hayward State and Stanislaus State
in a three-way FWC
meet,
scoring a low 22 points.
HSU’s Ron Hofhenke finished
second over the 5.1-mile course
in a 26:54 time. Following
Hofhenke in third, fourth and
fifth places were Richard Carlson, Kurt Lua and Jerry Wise.

Cross country

Women’s volleyball

The women’s volleyball team
split its two home matches last
weekend.
The ‘Jacks hardly worked up a
sweat as they easily defeated
Stanislaus State Friday,
15-7,
15-6, 15-5.

Coach Jim Hunt shared his
wealth of harriers and won two
meets Saturday in preparation
for this weekend’s FWC Finals in
Davis.
HSU’s top runners defeated
Southern Oregon College at
Patrick’s Point 16-47, taking eight
out of the first nine places.
Scott Peters once again won the
race in a 24:36 time. Finishing
second for HSU was Tony Munoz,
while Ken Hammer and Jerr
Tucker finished third and fou
respectively.

Picking up where they left off,
the spikers won their first game
against San Francisco State
Saturday. But showing no sense
of humor, the Gators came back
with a vengeance and took the
match 6-15, 15-11, 15-3, 15-4.
The team _ took its 2-4 GSC
record with them into last-night’s
match against Chico State and
finish their season Saturday
when
they
travel
to play
University of Nevada-Reno.

Warren Miller's ski feature ‘‘In

Coach Larry Angelel blamed
defensive mistakes and offensive
turnovers for the defeat.
The team, 2-1 in the FWC and
13-4 overall, play at home
Saturday morning at 11 against
Hayward State.

Soccer

The HSU kickers had fun in the
mud and won both their games
last weekend.
Manny Natsios scored both
goals in Saturday's 2-1 victory
over California Maritime Academy and again netted two goals
in Sunday’s 3-1 win over the
Alumni.
The team finishes its season
Saturday when they travel to
Turlock to play Stanislaus State.

Rugby club
The HSU
Rugby Club has
started practicing for its season,
which begins in January, and
invites both students and non-students to join.

Water polo

The self sufficient club, established in 1973 to promote the
sport on the Northcoast, practices on the woe field next to the
fieldhouse
Monday thru Thursday at 4 p.m.
and
Sunday
morning at 10.

Clinton Dodd netted four goals
and Ian Gilroy added three more
in the HSU water poloist’s losing
effort to FWC powerhouse UC
=
16-7 Saturday in Aggieand.

|

Search of Skiing’’ will highlight
Saturday’s Second Annual Bene-

fit for
Wheelchair Olympics
Ski Show and Swap sresaiiad by
the Pro Sports Center of Eureka.

The

benefit

will

be

at

in ski fashions will be presented.

Tickets are available at Pro
as
Center, Horse Mountain
Ski Shop and Angelo’s Pizza in
Arcata, Eureka and McKinleyville. Tickets are $2.25 in advance
or $3 at the door. For further
information call 443-6328 or
443-8122.

You are cordially

| invited
to do something
about
the energy

lot of concerned people, working together, to even
begin to solve the problems of fuel conservation,
wild life preservation, recycling, smog-free rapid
transit, fume incineration and water purification.
The thing is...as concerned as we are about these
problems, and others, at PG&E we don't think
“concern” is enough. The concern has to motivate
action. And that's what were coming to grips with.
Here-and-now, how-to realities.
So, if you're a “how-to” person, a person who's

more than an idealistic abstractionist, there may be

an opportunity for you with us to work toward
by John

Flinn

DIGGING IT - HSU's Deborah Hungerford digs Chico State spike

during last night's volleyball action won by the Wildcats

15-9,

15-10, 13-15, 15-9.

The Jogg’n Shoppe
632

3

9th Street, Arcata

822-3136

Athletic Attire
Shoes x Togs
* brooks

*x puma

*new

balance

xtiger xnike
Hy:

Mon.-

Sat.

Fri.

1 1-§

11-4

‘The Price Is Always. Right’

84,

solutions to problems that concern you.

Sure, we've got the establishment benefits that
make life a little easier to cope with, like good pay
and employee benefits. But we've also got the
things that make life worth living. Realistic
challenges.
If you're a graduating civil, electrical or
mechanical engineer, and you've never thought
about working for (and/or with) us before,
give us a thought. Send your resume to John
Clemson at PG&E's Professional Employment
Office, 245 Market Street,
|. San Francisco,.CA 94106..

the

Eureka Municipal Auditorium,
with the swap from 10 a.m. to 5
p.m. and the feature presented at
7:30 p.m.
Door prizes including ski
vacations and ski equipment will
be drawn during intermission of
the feature, Ski and travel
information along with the latest

Naturally, no one person is going to “solve” the
energy problem singlehandedly; it's going to take a

Photo

call

PGE

Afi Equal Opportunity Eiripliyer’“meéni and wornen |
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Peters, Hammer sledge opposition
while running o’er hills and pain
by Ray Richmond

yourself with you mind,” Peters said.
‘“‘Most runners go all year round, even

To many people, Jack and Jill had the
right idea—if you’re going to run up a

hill, at least fetch a pail of water while
you’re at it.
Scott Peters and Ken Hammer are of a
different persuasion. They run up hills
for the sheer challenge and enjoyment of
it.
Wait a minute! Enjoyment while
running up a hill? Are these guys nuts?

Masochists? Actually, they’re crosscountry runners for HSU, and two of the
best in the country at that.

Both finished in the top 20 runners
last year’s NCAA

be

classified

Peters

and

philosophies

Division III Finals to

All-American,
Hammer

on

at

why

and

have

they

both

unique

run

and

concerning distance running as a whole.

during summers, to stay in good enough
shape to be beyond the pain. When your
legs say you're tired, you have to fight

it.”

the

thought

of

pain

and

running,” Peters stressed. ‘‘With a race

runners at Grossmont ran an average of

during

a

race

is

much

it’s total concentration on what you’re
doing, just waiting for the end. While just
jogging is like a high . . . something like
meditation.”
For both men their physical prowess,

combined with their mental discipline,
has added up to sensational past
performances in both cross country and
track.

Peters, a 21-year-old .enior majoring
in philosophy, has been HSU’s top
finisher in all their meets this season. He
grew up in the Owens Valley and

“Funny thing about Bishop was they
thought I was a sprinter,’ Scott

remembered.
mie

relay

‘I ran the 100, 200, and
as

a freshman.

I was

the

second string quarterback on the football
team, so they imagined I had lots of
speed. No way.”
,
After running a 10.2 100-yard dash, a
23.5 200, and receiving no recognition in
league completition,
Bishop coaches
finally decided to try Peters in the mile.
“They stuck me on the track and told me
to run as fast as I could. My first mile
ever was a 4:59”
Peters’ time rapidly went down from
there. Following a break in running as a

<

sophomore, he came in as a junior and

won the Desert Inyo League mile final

with a swift 4:29 clocking. He ran and
won the league title again as a senior,
cutting his time to 4:22.
Championships
Cross country competition for Peters

at Bishop was limited mostly to his senior
year (1973), although he did compete as a
junior. But in his last year he made it a
sweep of running championships as he

Photo

Scott

by John

Peters

Although he didn’t win, his dedication

at least made him competitive in a
program LOADED with talent. He was
the fifth fastest miler on the team with a
best of 4:16 in track, and Peters was
seventh on the team and 15th in the state
in cross country as the team took the
State Championship in 1975.

“I undertrained in high school, due to
coaching, but that was good for me in the
long run,”’ Peters said.
Last year, Peters’ first at HSU, he
proved he was ready for some top

in the

and

copped

he

weather—in

inches

28 degrees

of snow—in

the

in

20th

opposite

and with three

cross

country

at

Cleveland.
Peters was the only athlete to make
All-American in both sports in the state.
Problems this season

Hammer is also 21 years old and a
senior, majoring in biology. He’s had his
problems running this season, suffering
minor injuries and illnesses, but if past
record are ahy indication he’ll come
back.
Canoga Park is where Hammer grew
up, attending Canoga High in the Los
Angeles area for three years. Just as
Peters did, he started out running
sprints, as well as the high and long
jumps, as a sophomore, also playing JV

basketball.
Getting into distance running as a
junior, Hammer ran a 4:28 mile, and as a
senior in 1973 clocked a 4:19-times almost
identical to Peters in high school. His

cross country experience at Canoga was

grabbed the DIL finals title with a 10:20
time on a tough Mt. San Antonio College

course.

course.
picked Grossmont Junior College in San

“I set three school records in high
school that still stand,’”’ Hammer said.
“Most of my miles and competition
didn’t come till I got to Humboldt,

Diego to attend after high school.

though.”

FREE!

Two high quality Goodyear or IRC bicycle tires
with our regular $32.00 overhaul.

overhaul includes:

*
x
*
x
*

fourth

took

He

NCAA Division III National meet—running in the 5,000 meters with a 14:45 time
in 98 degree heat at Grand Rapids, Mich.,

highlighted with an eighth place finish in
the Los Angeles City Cross Country
Championships with a 10:04 on a 2.1-mile

Since Peters decided he really wanted
to get serious about his running, he

Flinn

110 miles each week, including a 20-a-day
on weekends.

performances.

Not speedy

push

+4

country and track.”
While running even a few miles a week

will throw most humans into agony and
bring on anxiety attacks, cross country

“Running

“In distance running you’ve got to get

past

best track
sure,” Peters
their team as
in both cross

different than workout or leisurely paced

attended Bishop High, a 4-year school of
about 800 students.

Push yourself

‘“‘Grossmont has the
am in the nation, for
said. ‘I couldn’t even make
a freshman they’re so good

strip and clean entire bicycle
all new cables and housing
regrease all bearings
true both wheels
adjust brakes and gears

clean

and oll chain and freewheel

f
\

Photo

Ken

by John

Flinn

Hammer

As a freshman at HSU
Hammer
improved his times dramatically, run-

ning a burning 4:08 mile and 9:02 2-mile.
His mile time was good enough for sixth

at the Nationals, and an All-American
title.
In 1975, sophomore Hammer placed
fifth in the Far Western Conference
finals in cross country, then sat out on
track.
Hammer finished 15th, five places
ahead of Peters, in last year’s Nationals
with a 24:46 time on the 5-mile course,
giving him an All-American prize in
cross country to go with his one in track.
“The temperature in the Humboldt
area, being cooler and free of smog,
gives a faster recovery time for the
runner,” Hammer said, ‘and that’s why

my times are so good up here.
‘During a race it’s tough. I have to put
my mind and body together as one to be
successful. It all depends on my totality
of putting
thoughts
into positive
patterns.”
“If I get winded during a race, I know
it’s psychological,”’ Peters stressed. ‘‘It’s
so easy to get psyched at a national meet.
You look at the caliber of runners and say
to yourself, ‘Hey, this is the U.S. of A
right here, the top five percent in the
country. If I lose, I’m going to have to
live with it. That thought keeps you
going.”
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Rebel gridder findshome in HSU backfield
“‘Benny’s a good kid, and I’ve had no

by Gino Pomilia

problems

Flinn

BEN PARTEE—A
transfer from UC
Berkeley, the senior strong safety from
San Rafael is considered a professional
prospect by HSU defensive backfield
coach Fred Siler.

Foot-

boys that the scouts are looking at,’’ Siler

said. “‘It’s still too early in the season for
any team to actually commit themselves,

but there are scouts who are definitely
interested in him.”

Positive outlook

Partee has a positive outlook on the
future.
“I'd obviously like to continue doing
what I’m doing and achieve the goal of
every kid, to play pro football,’’ he said.
“All I want is a shot. If things don’t work
out, then I’d like to go on in school and get
my degree in PE. My father is in the
clothing business, which
is another
possible area for me to get in.”’
As far as coaching his own football
team someday, Partee doesn’t even
consider it.
‘Looking at what the coaches have to
put up with today, I just don’t think that I
can enjoy it.”
Asked what he thinks of Siler, Partee
feels he is ‘‘one of the best coaches’ he’s
ever had.

Transferred to HSU

by John

whatsoever.

ball-wise, he is a typical example of a guy
who’s had a year off. You can’t sit out a
year and expect to just step on the field
and pick up where you left off.”
As for his attitude, Siler is pleased and
can’t see why anyone has had any trouble
getting along with Partee.
“‘He’s got the physical talent and the
right attitude. When
you put them
together, you’ve got yourself a super
athlete,”’ Siler said.
Many are interested in Partee’s
chances for playing professional football.
Siler believes he is a definite candidate.
“‘He has to be considered as one of the

After being away from football for over
a year, Ben Partee has returned and is
one of the outstanding players in the Far
Western Conference (FWC).
“The boy has got talent, and he is
without a doubt the best strong safety
that this school has ever seen,” said Fred
Siler, HSU defensive backfield coach.
Partee, a senior PE major from San
Rafael, had been playing for UC
Berkeley. He quit their football program
in the middle of the 1975 season because
of what he called a “‘personality conflict”
between himself and his defensive coach.
“When someone starts criticizing a
player for things other than football, then
tension begins to mount,”’ Partee said. ‘“‘I
felt I was giving it all I had, but that just
didn’t seem to be enough. As for my
actual departure, well, I just refused to
cater to situations and conditions which
have no place in football. Some people
call it brown-nosing.”’

Photo

with him

Once Partee quit the football team at
Cal, his scholarship was taken away.
» With more than half a year of eligibility
remaining, he transferred to HSU with a
couple of his high school buddies. He had
to sit out of football last year because it is
a requirement when transferring from
one four-year school to another.
Siler wasn’t exactly sure what to
expect from this rebel from the Pacific
Eight Conference. After associating with
Partee last year and coaching him this
year, Siler had this to say:

F

“‘He knows the game as good or better
than anyone I’ve ever met,” Partee said.
“‘He’s a super guy and a super coach. He
put my past where it belongs, in the past,
and gave me a shot. For that I will
always be grateful. There are only two
things about the man that I can’t stard;
those goofy cowboy boots and those damn
cigars.”
Some of his friends see Partee in a
different light.
“Besides never being where he says
he’s going to be and never doing what he
says he’s going to do, he’s a real reliable
guy,” said Tim Nowell, HSU quarterback
and roommate of Partee. ‘‘Aside from all
of that, all I can say is that he’s one hell of
a football player.’’
Knife in mustard

“I

couldn’t

handle

the

guy,”

~
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FOOTBALL PLAYER OF THE WEEK
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KURT SCHUMACHER
5’ 11”

175 Ibs.

Junior
Tailback
Kurt gained 102 yards on 16 carries including a
touchdown run of 62 yards. To date, he ranks ‘
second in the ' Far
Western Conference with

485 yards on 77 carries, a 6.3 average per carry.

Final Score:

HSU

19 San Francisco State

13

said

Russell Knudsen, HSU offensive end and
a former roommate of Partee’s. “I'd
bring a girl over to the house and he’d be
upstairs with another one of my
roommstes, who I won’t mention,
squeezing a whoopy cushion and making
weird noises.”’
“‘He would also leave the knife in the
mustard and a mess in the kitchen. As far
as football is concerned, he knows that
I’m twice the player he is, he just won’t
admit it.’’
Partee, 6-2, 195 lbs has all the tools it
takes to go on and play with the big boys.
His future lies within his performance on
the field and his luck off the field. He has
the drive, which a good athlete needs,
and he has the confidence, which is so
vital.
He also has the backing of his friends
and coaches, who would like nothing
better than to see their boy make it big.
It’s the American Dream and Ben Partee
has a chance to achieve it.

The ° Jacks final
home game of 1977
is ‘Saturday after
noon at 1:30 p.m.
in Redwood Bowl

against Simon
Fraser University,
a powerful team
from British
Columbia.
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Co-op’s relocation
to bring changes
(Continued from front page)

another tenant:”’

MacDonald disputed McVicar’s statement,
saying ‘‘We basically caved in to all their
demands.”’

“They gave us a final deadline and we called
them back and agreed to all their terms,” she
said.

According to MacDonald, the Co-op agreed to

pay 24 cents per square foot of retail space or 1.5
percent of gross monthly sales, whichever was
greater. They also accepted the cost of living
adjustment. She said the rent would have been
approximately $3,800 a month, as opposed to
about $2,500 they are paying now.
“They said they wouldn’t pull the rug out from
under us and then they did,’’ MacDonald said.
McVicar said the main problem was that the
Co-op’s governing board never gave the
negotiating team the authority to act and close
the deal. ‘‘They had to go back to the board for
any decisions,”’ he said.
Slow process

MacDonald

acknowledged

that

the

Co-op’s

negotiators did have to take things back to the
board which slowed the process down somewhat.

“It was strictly a matter of business,”
McVicar said. ‘Had they been more knowledgeable, this never would have happened.”

Photo by Daniel Mandell

g may soon appear even
Already appearing lonely and deserted on foggy nights, the Arcata Co-op buildin
more deserted if the store’s operators are forced

Social housing plan suggested

One Co-op worker said, ‘‘Personally, I’m glad
we’re moving out . . . The landlords aren’t
coming from a cooperative space. It’s been
nothing but a hassle.’’
The Co-op would like to stay in Arcata — for
‘philosophical reasons’, MacDonald said, —
and the old Purity building would be the most
logical choice. MacDonald estimated that it
would cost the Co-op about $17,000 to make the

Housing shortage
outweighs boom

move.
That building is smaller than the old Safeway
building the Co-op now occupies, though
MacDonald said the retail sales area ‘‘may be a
little bigger’? — the difference being in the

amount of storage space.
McVicar said he always thought his relations
with the Co-op had been very good.
‘Whatever they may tell you about me, I
really enjoyed those young people,’’ he said. ‘‘I

hope and pray they’ll find another place.”

According to MacDonald, the Co-op had ‘‘had
some problems with their landlord in the past.”’
She said there had been arguments over what
hours the store should operate. ‘‘They were
worried we weren’t going to make them enough
money,”’ she said.

MacDonald said the smaller store would
probably require fewer employes than the 63 now
working, and the Co-op would probably put a
freeze on new hiring and reduce the staff through
the natural rate of attrition rather than by
outright layoffs.
As it stands now, the Purity building has no
space for the bakery, MacDonald said, and

structural improvements would have to be made
to accomodate it. She said they are considering
the possibility of moving the bakery to a
different location entirely.

Fat cat provides butt cans
(Continued from front page)

Buying Ming when he was just a kitten
in 1963, Edwards shunned canned food
for him and started the animal on dry

food,

Purina

Cat Chow

in particular.

After years of the dry stuff, Ming’s
kidneys got stopped up and Edwards had
to take him to a vet.
Dried up by dry food
‘“‘He just couldn’t take a leak,’’ Edwards said. ‘‘Luckily I nave a nephew

who’s a vet in Hanford. He flushed Ming
out and told me soft food was OK, but the
dry was out.”’

The rest is history. Ming has chomped
to fame and has eliminated a good
portion of the kleptomaniacal impulses
from HSU student blood. His eating
habits have also cut down burnt holes in
trash cans and the littering of butts on the
ground around campus.
‘Even the cans disappear sometimes

though,” Edwards admits. “I painted a

few gold some years back, and those
were taken like mad, There’s somebody
around still painting a few of ’em.”’
Ease and variety
“‘Without Ming, our job would be a lot
Parton, a fellow
Herman
tougher,”
custodian, said. ‘‘All we have to do is
clean the ash trays out every night, and
throw the cans away when they’re too
dirty. And the fact he changes his diet
once in a while gives us some variety.”’
Edwards admits Ming, like most cats,
has a screw loose.
‘‘When I take him outside, he’s got to
be on a leash or it’s goodbye. If I try to

pick him up he’ll get mad and scratch

he’s real loving.
He’s like a woman . . . can’t make up
his mind,’”’ Edwards continued, ‘‘But all
Ming needs is some good food and
comfort and he’s happy.”’
While fighting (or eating) for right,
Ming is one fat cat that gets fat not on the
students but for them.

to relocate.

~

Lindsey McWilliams
Despite the recent local housing boom there still exists a
housing shortage of crisis proportions, according
to a_ report
released Friday by the Humboldt
Housing Action Project (HHAP).
“There are many things in the
report,’’ Kevin Gladstone, HHAP
Project coordinator, said, ‘‘that
are illuminating about housing
that haven’t come out anywhere
else.
“For one thing, the report
blows everyone’s theories that
the building boom is meeting the
needs of area tenants.”’
The report, titled the ‘‘Residential Environment of Humboldt
Bay Area Tenants,” cites previous studies which indicate the
area has been underhoused for 10
years according
to federal
guidelines and
updates
the
situation with a study conducted
by HHAP last spring and another
this September.
Tenants’ perspective
Even
though
HHAP
uses
information from earlier studies
its report
is a_ significant
departure from those studies in
that it concentrates more on the
tenants’ perspective rather than
purely statistical representations
of the housing situation.
Despite the general wording of
the report’s title it does not cover
the total Humboldt Bay tenant
environ. A great many of the
respondents to HHAP’s Spring
survey were students which may
tend to jaundice the results of the
survey in the minds of critical
readers. Aman Bloom, research
coordinator for HSU student
Services and technical adviser
for the report, thinks the report
holds its own.
‘“‘Some of the results are
skewed
because of the high
percentage of student respondents,’’ Bloom said, ‘but those
results are reliable for student
tenants and students do comprise
at least a plurality in the targeted
group.
‘Even if we were to adjust for
the skewing, I think we'd find the
general conclusions to hold true
and the direction of results to
accurately reflect typical conditions.”

And the conclusions the report

reaches and what it recommends
be done
to remedy
housing
deficiencies is where the importance of the report becomes
clear. The recent building boom
and probably related land speculation has resulted
in more
housing units to reach the market
but
those
units
are
more
expensive.
The HHAP survey indicates 70

percent of the students respond-

ing pay 40 percent or more of
their income towards rent. While
a clear extrapolation from the
status of low income students to
other low income groups is not
totally backed by the report it
seems logical that if one low
income group cannot afford

will

‘housing then other groups

have similar problems.
According to the report, as long
as the private building sector is
left to decide where and when to
build and determine the cost, the
people who can least afford
rapidly escalating rent will
continue to suffer.
Social housing plan

recommendations,

Under
report

suggests

creating

the

a com-

prehensive social housing plan
based on a needs assessment and
through

financed

federal,

state

and local housing resources.
Rent control, tied to the
housing vacancy rate, is also
suggested as a means to keep
landlords

from

making

unwar-

ranted rent increases
One

of

the

most

intriguing

recommendations is cooperative-

ly owned housing. The report
cites an example of one such
housing complex moving towards
construction in Santa Barbara as
a potential the Humboldt Bay
Area should consider as a viable
means to provide badly needed
housing to low income groups.
The real test of the report’s
importance and effectiveness
will not be known until local
agencies responsible for housing
and planning have the opportunity to analyze the report’s
findings and recommendations.
But for the first time planners
will have a truly alternative
perspective to persistent housing
problems.

